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Preface

One of the most widely discussed topica of perturbative Quantum Chromodynain-

ics (pQCD) in recent years is the phenomenon of coherence. a naturnl conwinom«'

of the quantum mechanical nature of QCD acting on the parton rasrndr. AI

long wavelength gluons are unable to resolve individual colotir churgr* of pni ion«

within the parton cascade, the avaitable phase space for sofl gluon emissions is

reduced to an angular-ordered region due to destructive interferenre. This leads

to a number of important modifications to the properties of the partonic final

state relative to the incoherent case. The most notable of these are the slower

rise in the tnultiplicity of partona with increasing energy and the modified shape

of the parton momentum spectra to an approximately Gaussian form.

Coherenceeffects are explicitly included in the Modified Leading Log Approx-

imation (MLLA) of pQCD. The MLLA predicts the parlon multiplici ty and Mir

form of the momentum spectra from quark fragmentation at a givrn, sull ir- ionilv

large energy to be determined experimentally. The hypolhesis of Local lladron

Parton Duality (LPHD) which relatea the obaerved hadron distributions to the

calculated parton distributions via a constant of proportiooality is used in con-

junction with the predictioni of MLLA. Using this assumption the modifications

due to coherence are therefore not only expected to be experimentally observed,

but the MLLA calculationa should also be directly applicable to data.

So far these effects have been studied at e*e~ annihilation pxprriiiinils in

terms of the scaled momentum distribution ln(l/xp), where xf - 2p/*,/*. and lln-

average charged parliclc ninlllpliciLy. Tlu- rcsults front tlicsr rxprriuiriits, are in

arrordance will) the MLLA and ilir a.ssiiinpLions of LP1IIJ.

Operation of the HERA clectron-prolon collid«;r liaa rxtciiclcd thc ki iK-nia l ic

ränge for studies of thc hadronic fuiitl stale in Deep Inelastic Scatlcring ( I ) IS) .

The purpose of this thesis is to compare llie properties of the fragmcntnlion

process initiated by the struck qnark in DIS to those in e+e~.

This tan best be accomplished by transforming from the HERA l&boratory

lyitem to the Breit frame of r<rf*rence, drfined äs the frame in which the

rxchangrd bo«on ii completely space like. In the naive quark parton mode!

ihr incotning and outgoing quark have equal but opposjte moinrnliun aftcr tho

interaction with the exchanged boson. Particles in the Breit frame can be assigned

to one of two regions depending on t hei r longitudinal momentum in the boostetl

frame. The current region corresponds to p&rticles with p*, < 0, the struck quark

direction in the quark parton model; whtlst the target region is defined by p't > 0.

In e*e~ annihilation the qq pair are produced with equal and opposite

momenla, ±v/ä/2. In the Breit frame, the struck quark from DIS has momenlum

—(5/2. In the direction of the outgoing struck quark, scaled momentum spectra

are expected to have a similar dependence on Q to those observed in t*e~

annihilation at energy T/S = Q.

In this thesis the inclusive scaled momentum distributions of charged hadrons

measured in the current region of tlie Breit frame using the ZI-'US C'rnlral

Tracking Detector (CTD) are presented. The distributions are measured over a

wide ränge of x and <?', from 6 x lO"1 < x< 5 x 10~J and 10 < Q1 < 1280 GeV1

and the data are corrected using Monte Carlo techniques. The main causes of

systematic uncertainty are studied. Comparisons are made with Monte Carlo

models, MLLA calculations and e+e~ data.

In chapter l a description of the HERA accelerator and ZEUS dt-terlor is

presented, concentrating on the detector components used in the analysis. Brief



explatuitions of the two Irack reconstriiction algorithms miployrd in l tu- a imlvMs

are givfil.

A mcthod developed by the aulhor lo provide an eslimalr nf ihr ( " I ' D

liardware efficiency is recounted in chapter 2. The measuremmi wus HM-I! t u

ascertain iheoptimum CTD operatingconditions during ihe I!H):J rnnn i i iR |ii-iiin|.

The atgorithm identified various features of the CTD design and Operation aml

was used to monitor the detector performance throughout the year.

The kinem&tics of DIS are deacribed in chapter 3. These kinrmatic qnant it »**.

x, 0? and y can be calculated in a variety of ways using ihe srallrrnl Irpton

and/or outgoing hadronic System. Relevant formulae are given und mcAMiirmrnU

of the x and Q* resolutions from the double-angle method adopted in tlti* «iiAly«is

are presented.

In chapter 4, some theoretic&l background to the measuremenl is given. Kirsi

a short historical review of the quark p&rton model is presented. To darifv

the origin« of coherence, an aoalogy between coherence in QED showers is

drawn. MLLA predictions of the scaled momentum distribution, in particular

the evolution of the peak position with Q, are discussed.

The Simulation of DIS events using Monte Carlo techniques is discussed in

chapter 5. Emphasis is given to the Monte Carlo models which have previously

been shown to provide a reasonable description of ZEUS data. These inodch «r«-

used later to correct the data distributions.

A large fraction of the data collected at ZEUS comprises background evenls

to the DIS process. A description of the experimental techniques used to reduce

this background and obtain a fiducial sample of DIS events is given in chapter 6.

A Monte Carlo study to ascertain those regions of (*,(?*) which offer A high

acceptance for CTD tracks in the current region of the Breit frame is presenlrd.

In chapter 7, experimental aspects of the transformation froin the I1KKA

laboratory to the Breit frame are discussed. The magnttude and dircdton

of UM' liousl is M| IOWM lo vary ncross the (i,QJ) plane. Thp qnality of llic

lioosL icioitstriK tion is rslinwn lo be Die limiting factor in iho prcrlsion of Uic

nicaRiircincnt aiul the l t i ( l / rp) resolution is determined.

Thp scalc-d momciilimi distributions are presented in chapter 8. A tlesrrijition

of the data corrcclion leclinique is given and the main sources of systemalic

inicertAinty are iuvestigatecl. An account of the fitting procedure to evaltinlr

the peak position of the ZEUS data distributions is reported. The same fitting

technique is applied lo data from TASSO and OPAL for a consistent comparison

of the evolulion of the peak position, ln(l/zp)max. To lest the sensitivity of Ihr

peak position to the influence of coherence, data are compared to Monte Carlo

models in which coherence effects can be optionally removed. The evolution of

the peak position with Q is compared to TASSO and OPAL data at various \/5

energies. A fit to the evolution with Q of Ihe maxima allows a determinalion of

. a free parameler in Ihe MLLA, to be made.
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Chapter l

The HERA Accelerator and

ZEUS Detector

1.1 The HERA Accelerator

The Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator (HERA), located at DESY in Hamburg,

is the world's first electron-proton collider. Two independent accelei ators, 6.3 km

in circumference, störe counter-rotattng beams of 820 GeV protons and .10 GeV

electrons (or positrons). The beams are made to collide at zero crossiug-angle in

four interaction regions (figure 1.1), two of which are occupied by the ZEUS and

Hl experiments. At nominal beam energies, the resulting centre-of-mass energy,

\/3 = 314 GeV, is equivalent to a 51 TeV electron beam collidmg on a fixed

proton target.

The design luminosity is 1.5 x 103' cm'^""1. To attain this luminosity both

beams are bunched into 220 equidistant buckets. Of these, 210 are filled with

particles and 10 are left empty for background studies. The time betwwn bnnrh-

crossings is 96 ns which places stringent demands on the detectors and thcir

readout (see section 1.2).

The injection System is shown in figure 1.2. Electrons from a 500 MeV

CHAPTER }. THE HERA ACCELERATOR AND ZKVS DKTEWOIl

Figure 1.1: The HERA accclcrator complcz.

linear accelerator are injected into a small storage ring (PIA) where thry are

accumulated into a 60 mA single bunch. They are then injected inlo the DESY II

Synchrotron, accelerated to 7 GeV, and transferred to the PETRA ring. Onre

70 Buch bunches, 28.8 m apart, are accumulated, the electrons are acrelerated to

14 GeV and then injected into the HERA electron storage ring.

To obtain a proton beam, negatively charged hydrogen ions are injected into a

50 MeV linear accelerator. The H~ iona are stripped upon entering the DESY III

Synchrotron and captured into bunches. The protons are accelerated to 7.5 GeV

and transferred to PETRA where up to 70 bunchea are accelerated to 40 GeV.

The protons are then injected into the HERA proton storage ring.

Superconducting magnets are used in the HERA proton ring to provide the

4.68 T field necessary to störe protons of energy 820 GeV within the small

circumference of HERA. In contrast, the field required to störe 30 GeV electrons

can be accomplished using conventional magnets. The energy lost by the electrons

due to Synchrotron radiation is compensated by the radiofrequency cavities, some

of which are superconducting.
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HERA M«c<bnSdmn«

Figure 1.2: TAe HERA injeetion aystem.

In 1993 tbe electron beam energy was limited to 26.67 GeV aince not all of

the accelerator cavities were icstalled. Each beam conaiated of 84 paired bunches

with an additional 10 electron and 6 proton bunches left unpaired. An integrated

luminosity of - 1000 nb'1 was delivered to ZEUS, - 600 nb~ l of which was

recorded onto tape.

1.2 The ZEUS Detector

The general layout of the ZEUS detector is ahown in figure 1.3. A fuller

description is given in [1]. The detector is »Symmetrie to allow for the boost

in the centre-of-mass of the colliding particles in the forward (proton) direction.

This typically results in a greater density of high momentum tracks in the

forward direction than in the rear (electron) and Barrel regions. Additiona]

Instrumentation is therefore deployed in the forward direction.

The ZEUS coordinate aystem is defined with the +r-axis pointing in the

proton direction, the z-axis points towards the centre of the HERA ring and y

CHAPTER 1. THE HERA ACCELERATOR AND ZEUS DETECTOR

Oteiiie» 9t II* ffUS Dtttclor
ful )

W m 0 -5m

Figure 1.3: Cross-seclional view of the ZEUS detector parallel to the beam axis.

pointing upwards to complete the right-haoded coordinate System.

Charged particles are tracked by the inner tracking system comprising a Vertex

Detector (VXD) and a Central Tracking Detector (CTD) which consists of cylin-

drical drift chamber layers. A Forward tracking Detector (FDET) complements

charged track detection in the proton direction and consists of three planar drift

chambers. Sandwiched between the planar drift chambers are pairs of Transition

Radiation Detectors (TRDs). In the rear direction, the inner tracking system is

completed by the Rear Tracking Detector (RTD) which comprises a single planar

drift chamber.

A thin superconducting solenoid surrounds the inner tracking detector and

produces a magnetic field of 1.43 T allowing charged particle momentum mea-

surements. A hermetic1 uranium-scintillator calorimeter encloses the solenoid

and inner tracking detectors. The calorimeter consists of three parts covering

different regions of the pol" ang'« °- forward (FCAL 2.2° < 9 < 39.9"), barrel

'Hole« of dimension 20 cm x 20 cm ue required to accommod&te the beam-pipr.
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(BCAL.36.7' <6< 129.1'} and rear (RCAL, 128.1° < & < 176.5°). Each pari is

divided in depth into two parts: the electromagnetic and hadronic ooniponents.

The iron return yoke for the magnet which surrounds the calorimeter is

instrumented with proportional counters. The instrumented iron serves a dual

purpose: äs a Backing Calorimeter (BAC) which measures any hadronic energy

which le&ka out of the main calorimeter, and äs a muon detector. In the

forward direction, iron toroids and tracking chambers reinforce muon detection

(FMUON).

Downstream of the main detector in the proton direction, stx measuring

stations are inatalled in the proton ring for detecttng forward scattered protons.

In the electron direction, two large scintülator VETO walls are used to rejrri

proton-beam induced background. A set of acintillator counters (C5) partial ly

surroundfl the beam-pipe behlnd the rear part of the calorimeter. This serves

to monitor the timing of both beanu and detects background events generated

upstream of the detector by the proton beam. In the same direction, two lead-

acintillator calorimeten placed at z = —34.7 m and z = —107 m from the

interaction point measure the luminosity and tag events with a small momentum

transfer (Q* ~ 0).

1.3 Inner Tracking Detector

The inner tracking detector is dedicated to charged particle detection in the

angutar ränge 7.5* < 0 < 170". The detector has been designed with the following

objectives:

• to reconstruct high-momentum charged hadrons and leptons with mo-

mentum resolution ff(pr)/prÄ0.003pr over a wide angular ränge and, in

particutar, to discern particles within dense jets;

• to reconstruct secondary tracks from short-lived particles;

6 CHAPTER 1. THE HERA ACCELERATOR AND ZEUS DETECTOR

• to provide particle Identification, and in particutar, enhance electron iden-

tincation using dE/dx Information and transition radiation;

• to complement the calorimeter Information and improve tlie resolution of

the kinematic variables which characterise neutral and charged rurrent Dcep

Inelastic Scattering (DIS) events;

• to provide prompt signals for use by the trigger.

1.3.1 Centrat Tracking Detector

The Central Tracking Detector (CTD) is a drift chamber with an active leiigth

of 2 m which covers the angular region 15° < 0 < 164° [2]. 1t ronsists of 7'2

cylindrical drift layers arranged into 9 "superlayers" äs shown in fignre 1.1. Tlio

odd-numbered "axial" layers have wires strung parallel to the beam (z) axis whilst

the four even-numbered "stereo" layers have wires tilted by a small sterco angle

of approximately ±5". This angle ia chosen such that the polar and azimuthal

angutar resolutions are roughly equal. Measurement of the z coordinate using

these stereo wires is designed to provide a resolution of e, = l .4 mm and provides

increased polar angle accuracy.

The CTD haa been designed for use in a high magnetic field to pntvidc

precision on the momentum measurement of the charged tracks. By dcsign, the

electron drift trajectories are rotated by a 45° Lorentz angle from the eleclric field

direction. The wires within a superlayer are arranged azimuthally in cells, each

containiog eight aense wirea. The maximum drift tength within a cell is ±± 2.5 cm

and the short inter-bunch time requires a fast (~ 50 pm/na) drift gas.

The centre of each cell is inclined 45° with respect to the radial direction. This

inclination is required to ensure that the electron drift tines are perpendicular to

high momentum tracks originating from the interaction region, thereby providing

Optimum resolution and reducing the left-right ambiguity. The inclination of cells
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Figure 1.4: The arrangcment ofwires in one octant ofthe CTD. Sense wires art

indicated by the taryer dots. Also thown u the superlayer numbering convtntion

and the stereo angle of vrins within the superlayer.

also means tbat tracks always crosa severaj sense wir« planes so that at least one

drift time measurement is lesa than 96 ns. This allows tracks from neighbouring

bunch crossings to be separated.

The chamber was designed around the use of a 50:50 argon/ethane gas mixture

for Operation within a 1.8 T magnetic field. During 1993 Operation a lower field

of 1.43 T and a mixture of Ar/COa/CjH8 in the ratio 90/8/2 is used. This

mixture offers similar values of gain, drift velocity and Lorentz angle to the dwign

requirements.
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All the CTD wires are read out by a 100 MHz Flash Analogne lo Digital

Converter (FADC) System. The digitisations are processed at the front-rml

providing a drift time uid pulse height for each wire. From these, llie r<j> drift .

coordinate is designed to be extracted to a precision of o(r$) — 100 - 120 /im,

and dE/dx to an accuracy of ~ 6%. Wires in superlayer l, and alternate wires

in superlayers 3 and 5 have au additional readout System which provides a fast

determinationof thez coordinate of a track. The "z-by-timing" method compares

the arrivat time of signala from both enda of the chamber and obtains the z

coordinate from the time difference, designed to a precision of a(zbl) ~ 3 cm.

This is used äs input to the trigger and discriminates against events causcd by

upstream beam-gas interactions.

At the start of the 1993 running period the CTD electronics were completed.

During the running period, experience was gained operating the chamber, and

the following resolutions were achieved [3]:

• ff(r$) - 260 /im

• ffzbt «- 4.5 cm.

1.3.2 Vertex Detector

The Vertex Detector (VXD) i» a high precision drift chamber [4j situated between

the outer radius of the beam-pipe and inner wall of the CTD. H covers the angnlar

region 8.6° < 8 < 165*. Enclosed within a thin cylindrical carbon-fibre vessel.

which has an inner and outer radius of 9.9 cm and 15.9 cm, are 120 drif t cd 1s.

Each drift cell consists of twelve sense wires, 1.6 m in tength, slrung parallel to

the beam axis. Dimethyl-ether with a trace amount of oxygen is used ns a drif t

gas. The presently achieved resolution in r^ is 50 /im (compared to a design

resolution of 30 — 40 /tm) in the central region of a cell and 150 /im near ihr

edges.
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Using hit Information from the VXD in conjunction with the CTD iiiiprovrs

the measurement of track momentum and distance of c loses t »pproarli to Ihr

interaction region by a factor of 2-3 compared to the CTD measurrmrnt alum-

In 1993 the &chieved transverse momentum resolution of füll lenglh trarks in ihr

CTD and VXD waa ff(pr)(pr = 0.005pr ® 0.016 for pr measured in OV.

1.3.3 Forward and Rear TVacking Detectors

Particles emitted in the forward direction (6* < 6 < 2V) irr drirtiisl \>\e forward tracking System (FDET) [5). The FDET i» drsignrH lo prc>M<1r

accurate measurements of track parameters at small polar angln wliere ihr

CTD acceptance becomes unfavourable, despite the ihorter track l«igth§ and ihr

smaller influence of the longitudinal magnetic field than observed in the CTD.

Particle Identification is achieved in the FDET through the use of dE/dx and

transition radiation.

Accurate track measurements are achieved by each forward tracking chambrr

(FTD) consisting of three planes of wires each rotated by 120° with respect lo ihe

each other. The sense wires in each plane are separated by 7 mm and alternate

sense wires are staggered by 300 pm with respect to the polen t i al wires to resolvr

the left-right ambiguity.

The three FTD chambera are separated by two gaps, each 210 mm in lenglh

to increase the lever-arm between track elements and therefore increase the

accuracyof the track momentum measurement. Intest beamstudies asingle-wire

resolution of 120 — 130 pm has been achieved. The resolution is dependent on

drift distance and track angle. The double-track resolution achieved was found

to be <,2.4 mm.

Sandwiched between the FTD chambers are two transition radiation delector

(TRD) modules which enhance particle identification. Each TRD module ronsisis

of a polypropylene fleece 70 mm thick through which COj is flushed, followed
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by a drif t chamber which uses a mixture of xenon and COj. The change in

refraclive index between the layers of the fleece and the gas causes particles to

radiale X-rays which are detected by the MV/PC. The intensity of the emitted

X-rays is proportional to the Lorentz factor 7 = E/mc1, of the particle. This

allows particles with the same energy and differing mass to be distinguished from

one another, although the effect is only really significant for separating elections

from heavier particlea such äs «•*§. For electrons with momentum belween l and

30 GeV/c the design of the TRD has been optimised to produce a hadron/electron

Separation of 10"J.

In the rear direction, tracking is completed by the rear tracking detector

(RTD) covering polar angles between 160° and 170°. The RTD consists of a

single chamber of identical design to the FTD.

Commissioning of the readout electronics for the forward and rear tracking

detectors began toward the end of the 1993 running period. A smal) section of

the FTD and TRD was read out in 1993 but was not used for physics analysis.

The electronics are due to be completed in 1995.

1.4 Calorimeter

The design of the ZEUS caloriraeter is such that it complements the tracking

detectors in measuring Jets with high particle densities and discriminating be-

tween leptons and hadrons. One of the mam design objectives has been to ensnre

precise measurement of Jets by providing a high energy resolution for hadrons

and an equal response to hadrons and electrons. A high angular resolution and

good Separation for Jets is necessary.

The calorimeter Js needed in areas where measurements from tracking detec-

tors are unavailable, such äs the detection of neutral particles. The momentum

resolution of tracking detectors worsens for high momentum particles which are

deflected less by the magnetic field. Combining calorimeter and tracking compo-
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nents within a detector ia therefore advantageous to cover the targe momentan

ränge of particles to be measured. In addition, neutrinos can only be inferred

from missing tranaverae energy requiring the detector to be hermetic.

These aims are »chieved by usiag a sampüng calorimeter constructed from

towers which consist of alternate layers of Depleted- Uranium (DU) and plastir

scintillator tites [6]. A series of FCAL towera ia shown in figure 1.5 and dimenstons

are given in table 1.1.

Each tower is segmented longitudinally into two parts. The inner part

conatitutes the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) withadepthof ~ 25 radiation

tengths, XQ, enough to fully contain electromagnetic showers. The depth of the

EMC ia equivalent to l nuclear interaction length, A, for hadrons. The outer part

ia the hadronic calorimeter (HAC) and wies in depth from 6A, for hadrons in

the forward direction to 3A in the rear.

Each sampling layer, which is esaentially repeated throughout the calorimeler,

compriaes a 3.3 mm thick DU plate wrapped in stainless steel foil and a 2.6 mm

thick plaatic scintillator slab wrapped in reflective paper. The thickness of the

uranium and scintillator ptates has been optimised to give equal response for

electron and hadrons, through a technique known aa self-compenaation discussed

below. The sampling layers in the tower are coupied via two wavelength shifter

bars, one either side of the cell, which are in turn connected to a pair of

photomultipler tubes (PMTs). The aigna) produced in the PMTs is proportional

to the energy of the incident particle.

An equal response to electromagnetic and hadronic ahowers (e/h ~ 1) is

important since hadronic ahowers in the calorimeter conaiat of an electromagnetic

component from the production and decay of ir°a, rjs etc. When the calorimeler

doea not respond equally to the electromagnetic and hadronic components, the

energy measurement of the hadron shower is äffet ted-

In hadronic calorimeters which use iron or lead, a large fraction of the incident
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ZEUS FCAL MODULE

Figure 1.5: Isometric view of an FCAL module skowing the segmentation into

towers. Each tower consists of alternate layers of dcpletcd uranium and scintil-

lator plates. The layers are coupled together by two wavelength shift bars, one on

either side of the tower, which an connected to photomultiplier tubes.

hadron's energy is tost through the release of binding energy during the breakup

of the heavy nucleus. This energy is normally lost and therefore the hadronic

energy reaolution ia relatively poor a(E)/E ~ 60%/i/F.

Through the use of depleted-uranium and plastic scintillator, however, the

lost binding energy can be recouped, a procedure known äs self-compensation. A
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Electromagnetic Calorimeter

FCAL

RCAL

Hadronic Calorimeter

FCAL

RCAL

5x 20 cm*

lOx 20 cm3

20 x 20 cm1

20 x 20 cm1

Table 1.1: Dimenaions oftke face of FCAL and RCAL towers.

fraction of the shower energy results in the production of spallation neutrons

which undergo elastic np scattering on free hydrogen atoms in ihe plaslic

scintitlator. The recoil protons produce light in the scintillator by ionisntioii

thereby compensating for some of the lost energy. The thickneas of the u ran i um

and scintitlator plates ii tuned such that the energy gained from the np scatlers

equals the lost binding energy. This self-compensation results in the ZEUS

calorimeter having a high resolution for hadrons.

The energy resolution of the ZEUS calorimeter is

= —= © 0.02 (sampling 0 gystematic) for hadrons; and
E -<JE

0.18
©0.01 for electrons.

The fast response time of the plastic scintillator offers an additional advan-

tage to the experiment: the calorimeter timing can be used in the trigger to

discriminate between e — p collisions and the large rate of background events.

1.4.1 Hadron-Electron Separator

Gaps are provided after the 4th and 7*h scintillator layers in FCAL, and after

the 4th scintillator layer in BCAL and RCAL to accommodate the Hadron-

Electron Separator (HES). The HES consists of one or two planar arrays of small
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silicon diodes 3 cm x 3 cm in dimension. It has been designed to improve ihe

identification of single electrons and electrons within Jets compared to Information

from the calorimeter alone. Discrimination between electron and hadron showers

is possible due to the difference between their shower profiles. The higher degree

of granulär!ty offered by the HES improves the segmentation of the calorimeter

by an order of magnitude. During the 1993 running period, only pari of the

rear HES was read out. HES modules will be installed in FCAL and BCAL in

1994-1995.

1.4.2 Backing Calorimeter

The iron yoke provides a return path for the magnetic field produced by the

solenoid. The yoke can be magnetised by up to 1.6 T by normal conducting coils

to altow an iodependent momentum measurement of the muons traversing the

barrel muon chambers. It consists of 7.3 cm thick iron plates with 3.7 cm gaps

equipped with aluminium proportional tubes. The tubes and iron slabs of the

yoke form the Backing Calorimeter (BAC) which is used to measure the hadronic

energy leakage for those events which are not fully contained in the calorimeter.

The energy resolution of the BAC isa(E)/E — l.l/\/E whilst a spatial resolution

of about l mm along the length of the tubes is expected for muons.

1.5 Muon Detectors

Lepton identiflcation is important for heavy flavour physics and the detection of

new exotic processes at HERA. In addition to the electron identification provided

by the tracking System and calorimeter, it is essential to have hermetic muon

detectors. This is achieved by a muon detector which is divided into three

sections:
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Forward Muon Detector

The aim of the forward muon detector (FMUON) is to identify and provide an

independent measurement of high momentum muons in the forward direrlion.

Comparison of the momentum measurement from FMUON and the CTD allows

prompt muons produced in heavy fiavour decays to be distinguished from the

background sources auch aa halo muons from proton beam-gas inleractions and

from the weak decay of »s and K*.

To accomplish this, the FMUON detector consists of two iron toroids sand-

wiched between drift chambers planes, which measure 6, and limited streamer

tube (LST) planes which provide an r^ measurement. Each toroid produres a

magnetic field up to 1.7 T which produced the necesaary bending power for precise

momentum measurements. The momentum resolution is ff(l/p)/l/p — 25%.

Barrel and Rear Momentum Detectors

The main task of the barrel and rear muon detectors (BMUON, RMUON) is to

identify tracks penetrating the total calorimeter and iron yoke, and, by remea-

suring their momentum and comparing this with the momentum measurement

from the CTD, reduce the background of non-prompt muons. The momenlum

determination is performed by measuriog the direction of the particle before and

after the magnetised iron yoke. Each chamber consists of two double layers of

LSTs equipped with wire or pad readout. The wires and the pads are orthogonal

to each other so that the cross-coordinate allows a precise determination of the

muon trajectory.
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1.6 S mall Angle Detectors

1.6.1 Luminosity Monitor

The luminosity measurement is calculated by measuring the rate of ep -» ep7

bremsstrahl u ng events in two lead-scintillator calorimeters [7] situated upstream.

Photons emerging from this process at angles B < 0.5 mrad leave the beam-pipe at

a distance 92.5 m from the interaction point (IP) and hit the photon calorimeter

107 m upstream from the IP. Electrons scattered at angles $ < 6 mrad and with

energies between Q.2Et and 0.9E„ where Ee is the electron beam energy, are

deflected by the beam magnets away from the electron beam orblt and hit the

electron calorimeter 34.7 m from the IP.

The luminosity monitor can be used to tag low Q2 events where the scattered

electron suffers little deflection from its original direction, and events in which a

photon is emitted from the incoming electron beam.

1.7 TVigger and Data Acquisition System

Bunch crossings at HERA occur every 96 ns, equivalent to a rate of 107 Hz. The

rate of ep events is low in comparison to the rate of background interactions. The

principal sources of these interactions are Synchrotron radiation from the electron

beam, interactions between the proton bunch and residual gas molecules in the

vacuum (beam-gas), and cosmic rays.

It is the aim of the trigger to select on-line the small fraction of interesting

events from this background. The short bunch crossing time requires an innova-

tive approach to triggering and data acquisition. A three-level trigger System is

used to minimise deadtime and reduce the event rate to a few Hz.

Each detector component has its own front-end electronics, trigger and

readout chain which independently transfers data to the central data acquisition
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System- The detector must transfer its data to a 5 /is buffer, known äs a pi

within 96 ns to avoid being overwritten.

Every component h&s ita own firat-level trigger (FLT), a hardware trigger

which operates on a subset of the füll data. U must make a relatively tinso-

phisticated trigger decision within 5 //s of the bunch crossing. Each component

transfers its trigger decision to the global first level trigger (GFLT) which makes

a decision based on the global Information. The GFLT is designed to reduce the

trigger rate to ~ l kHz.

If the event is accepted, it is paased to the second-level trigger {SLT). Eacli

component can have ita own SLT system which employs transputers to perform

calculations on a greater proportion of the füll data. Combining the results of

the local tranaputers in the global second leve! trigger (GSLT) results in a fürt her

reduction of the trigger rate to 100 Hz. If the GSLT decides to keep the event

the data is transferred to the Event Builder. Tbere, data from the different

components i» combined ioto a single event record and passed to the third level

trigger (TLT). The TLT analyses the event äs a whole. Kinematic proper lies

of the event can be calculated and more sophisticated rejection algorithms are

applied to further reduce the event rate. The output rate, 3-5 Hz, is limited by

the rate at which events can be written to tape.

1.8 Event Reconstruction

Real events from the detector are reconstructed by the ZEPHYR program1. The

first stage of the offline reconstruction takes the raw digitisations from earh

component and corrects them using information gained by calibration of the

detector. The corrected data can th«n be converted into useful quantities such

äs energy and position measurements from which clusters of calorimeter cells,

'ZEPHYR ajfo raeonitructc Monte Carlo event« which h»ve b«n pamed through the

detector Simulation, MOZART.
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tracks and verticea can be reconstructed. In the second stage, information from

the individuaj components is matched: CTD tracks are linked to tracks in tlic

VXD, FTD and RTD; global clusters in the CAL and BAC are found; and 'racks

are matched to calorimeter düstere.

1.8.1 1>ack Reconstruction

As the analysis presented in this thesis primarily relies on the detection and

measurement of charged tracks, some brief details of the two packages used to

reconstruct CTD and VXD tracks in 1993 are presented.

Two programs for track finding and fitting have been developed independently.

The two follow different atrategies in their pattern recognition and track fitting

ptages:

Algorithm l - VCTRAK

In the first approach, VCTRAK [8], the pattern recognition uses hits in the axial

superlayers of the CTD and the vertex detector. The algorithm Starts with hils

in the outer axial superlayer of the CTD and usea a "virtual hit" at x = y = 0 to

guide the trajectory mwards, gathering more axial hits on the way. The resulting

trajectory forma a circle in the xy plane which is used for z-by-timing and stereo

pattern recognition. The z-by-timing and Stereo hits which superimpose on this

trajectory are used to provide z information nbout the track so thst eventually

every track is described by an ideal belix from which the track momentum is

determined.

To improve the fit, the track parameters at the innermost hit provided by the

pattern recognition are "awum" outwards using a relatively unrefined model of tlic

magnetic field to increase the apeed of the algorithm. The ideal helix parameters

and their errors are updated at each wire layer. For each measured hit, the

residual distance between the swum track and the coordinate is calculated. At
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the corresponding path length, the ideal helix is shifted by this residual «listen r

and its track parameters are updated until the outermosl hit is rcarlicd.

Algorithm 2 - TGTRAK

The second track Unding program, TGTRAK [9], is based on the Kaiman fiHering

technique. "Seed hits" found in the outer axial layers of the CTD are extended

inwards to superlayer l and points are added äs wire layers of the CTD are crossed.

The track parameters at each step are updated using the Kaiman metliod [10],

providing an increased precision on the prediction of the next point. In Ihr

second stage, a Kaiman fit to the points found in the pattern recognition p h ASP is

performed taking into account non-linear corrections to the measured drift timr

and the füll magnetic field map. The fit Starts from the innermosl point from

the pattern recognitioo and Updates the measurement errors and correlations at

each point. The Kaiman (Utering algorithm is again used to merge CTD tracks

with track segments in the vertex detector.

In both algorithms, multiple Coulomb scattering in the beam-pipe and otitrr

walts of the VXD were taken into account in the evaluation of the covariamr

matrix associated with each track.

Vertex Fitting

The primary vertex fit ia performed in a similar way in the two packages, using

only the tracks which reach superlayer 1. The first stage involves a "pre-fil" in

which an initial estimateof the vertex position is calculated using a weighted mean

of the track parameters at their distance of dosest approach or "perigee" [l t ] .

Tracks which contribute too much to the x1 °f this simple fit are discarded. onc

by one until the fit quality is acceptable. The resulting vertex position provkles

the starting point for the füll vertex fit which can be determtned relativety quirkly

using this starting point and the perigee parameters. The füll fit not only solves
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for the final vertex position but simultaneously re-evaluates the track parameters

constrained to this vertex.

Performance in 1903

While the 1993 configurations of both these tracking packages performed well, a

variety of studies and visual scanning indicated that the VCTRAK package split

fewer tracks, and correctly identified and assigned more tracks to the primary

vertex than the TGTRAK package. Cbarged tracks reconstructed from the

VCTRAK package have therefore been used in the central analysis presented in

this thesis. The analysis was, however, repeated using tracks from the TGTRAK

package äs a systematic check. Füll details of the analysis and the systeitiatir

uncertainties are given in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Efflciency of the Central Tracking

Detector

The Central Tracking Detector (CTD) readout electronics were completed at the

Start of the 1993 running period. In order to use the detector to its füll potential,

it must be calibrated correctly, and operated at its Optimum efficiency. A method

of measuring the Hardware efficiency has been developed, and is discussed in this

chapter.

2.1 Overview of Chamber Operation

The CTD operates äs a drift chamber where the arrival times and size of the pulses

are used to meaaure a spatial coordinate. The Charge collection is determined by

the trajectory of the drift, which is tuned by applied voltages to the sense wires

and field shaping wires. The layout of wires within a drift cell is illustrated

in figure 2.1. This arrangement allows the gain and drift field to be varied

independently. The analogue Signals collected on the sense wires are amplilied

and, if the size of the pulses exceed some threshold value, are converted lo dtRilal

Signals by FADCs.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic layout of wires in a unii drift cell.

The offline reconstruction converts the arrival time to a spatial coordinate,

known äs a hit, using a time-to-distance relationship. Whilst the timing measure-

ment allows the drift distance to be measured, it does not jndtcate the direction of

the drift. This introduces an ambiguity which can only be resolved at the pattern

recognition stage of the track reconstruction. The ambiguous hits are known äs

ghost hits.

2.2 The Efficiency Measurement

The efficiency measurement compares the number of hits associated with a

particular wire to the number of hits expected.

* n«. . Number of Measured hits , _ nni
%Efficiency = rr—; — ^-rrrr- * 100% (2.1)

Number of Expected hits

Some form of track reconstruction is required to identify whether a charged

particle should liave induced a Signal on the wire, and hence an associated
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hit. Requiring a reconstructed track, however, results in the measured efficirnry

becoming a convolution of the track-finding and reconstruction efhVicncics äs well

äs the Hardware efficiency. A minimum number of hits isgenerally re*)uir<-d In-furr

a track is reconstructed thereby introducing a «mall bias lo Ihr mrastin'inrni

The efficiency measurement provides a useful estimator of the "Irur" hanlwarr

efficiency. 1t does not, however, take account of inefficiencies due tu. say, a hifli

voltage failure in a sector of the detector.

Rather than use fully reconstructed tracks from the reronsliuction rmlr,

portions of Irack reconstructed in individual superlayera, known äs segmmls. arr

used äs the baais for t h* efficiency measurement. For parlictes which fu l ly traversr

a auperlayer, the number of expected hita ia alwaya eighl. This assumplion,

however, is not necessarily valid for

• tracks with low tranaverse momentum, pj; and

• tracks produced in upatream interactions travelling parallel to the wircs

which do not pass through the whole superlayer.

Reconstructed segments consist of at leaat four and at most eight hits to

which a parabola is fitted in the r - ^ plane. The segment reconstruction is not

restricted to using hits in a aingle cell, typicaily using hits from two adjarenl

cells (see figure 2.8). Since the segments are reconstructed within individual

superlayer*, they are also, in general, reconstructed from the ghost hits. The

segment haa the following attributea, ahown in figure 2.2: polar coordinates 2, 6

and 4; curvature, p; the azimuthal angle of the tangent to the segment, i/1; and

cell number, each defined at the midpoint of the segment. The quantity |V> - 4>\ a measure of how well the segment points to the interaction point in r - j>.

The wire efficiency can be determined uaing physics or background events.

However, segments are required to satisfy the following cuts to ensure thal eight

hits are expected for a superlayer which is 100% efficient:
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Sefutat

Midpoinl

Tangent lo segmenl

2.2: A trymrnt ü compltltly descnktd by ihr z, 6 and <J> roordmatcs;

, p, and tHt azimuthal angle of the tangent to Ihr segment, V'.

• —90 cm < z«, < 90 cm - a cut to ensure that segments are wholly contained

within the fiducia! volume of the detector;

• |0 - ^| < 0.5 radians - a loose cut to remove ghost segments and ensure

that segments point to the interaction region in the r - 4> plane; and

• p < 0.04 cm"1 - equivalent to a cut of

momentum tracks.

> 1-7 GeV/c to removc low

• at least four hits from which the segment has been reconstructed must have

a residual hit-segment distance < 380 pm to remove badly reconstructed

segments.

If the number of hits used by a segment is less than eight, i t does not

necessarily follow that wires are ineffident; it could be a feature of the segment

finding algorithm. Hits are associated with the segment if they He wi th in a

relatively narrow road defined in the segment-finder around the fittcd pamhola.

In figure 2.3, hits which He inside and outside this narrow road are denoted by

o and • respectively. There can be hits outside this road which have produced

pulses on wirea but are not uaed in the segment fitting. Therefore, to avoid bias
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from the segment reconstruction, all the hits in the two cells cilhcr sidc of llu-

segment are considered, not just those associated with the segment. Tlicn, in räch

wire layer, the distance between these hits and the segment is measured along a

planar approximation to tbe drift line, ie the electron drift lines are approximated

äs straight lines äs shown in figure 2.3(a), a good approximation up to distances

of — 2 mm from the sense wire (12]. If a wire experiences multiple hits, the one

closest to the reconstructed aegmeot is considered. A new and wider road around

the segment is then defined (figure 2.3(b)), the width of which was tunfd using

Monte Carlo events äs discussed in section 2.2.1- All hits within the road are

counted and so the numbet of measured hits is mcremented in equation 2. l. If a

hit does not Üe within Uns road, the wire is considered inefficient.

2.2.1 Determination of the Road width

The width of the road around the segment ultimately defines the measured

efficiency. This width was tuned using a sample of DIS Monte Carlo events with

Q* > 100 GeV* which had been passed through the detector Simulation, based on

the GEANT [13] package. The advantage of using such generated events js that

the input efficiency of the wires can be chosen äs an Jnput parameter. To t u IIP

the width of the road, the Monte Carlo sample used had wires with 90% efficiency

and an input spatial resolution in r - ^ of ISO /im. This allowed the efficiency

algorithm to be studied and tuned in an environment which is weil understood.

The efficiency of each superlayer was measured several times, increasing the

width of the road from 0.05 cm to 1.0 cm. The results are presented in table 2.1

and in figure 2.4. As the width of the road is widened, more hits are included

in the efficiency measurement and so the efficiency increases u n t i l a platean is

reached at 90%. On further increasing the width, however, the measured efficiency

continues to increase süghtly, beyond the input value, äs more hits from otlipr

tracks are included. The nominal road width was taken to be 0.3 cm äs this value
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Figure 2.3: (a) Mtaswing tht distance between hits and the reconstructed segmenf

forma the bosia of the efficiency meosurement. If only the hits which were used in

the aegment reconstrvction were used (o), the measurement would be biosed by the

segmcnt-ßnding algorithm. Ghost hits are not shown for clarity. (b) Hits which

He within a defined road around the segment are used to increment tltf numbcr of

measured hits, wire (S) in tki» example. Ifa hit lies outside this road, witr. (8) tn

this example is deßned äs inefficient.

provides a measured efficiency to within 0.8% of the input value and is just on

the efficiency plateau.
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Ftoad

Widlh (cm)

005

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

1.0

Superlayer

1

85.0

86 S

88.7

89.5

90.1

90-5

92.3

2

63.5

85.8

88.3

89.5

90.1

90.6

92.0

3

86.0

87.7

89.5

90.2

90.6

91.0

92.2

4

85.0

8T.2

89.7

90.4

90.9

91.2

92.1

5

88.5

87.2

89.7

90.2

90.6

90.8

91.7

6

85.9

88.0

89.8

90.3

90.0

90.8

91.8

7

869

88.6

89.7

90.1

90.3

90.4

91.1

8

874

887

903

90.8

91.0

91.1

91.7

g
870

885

898

90.3

90.5

90.7

91.2

Table 2.1; The measurtd efficiency of each superlayer äs afunction ofroadwidth.

2.2.2 Testing the Algorithm

The efficiency was measured using a second sample of DIS evenls with QJ >

100 GeV1 in which the input efficiency of the wires was 99%. The measured

efficiency of the superlayers is shown in figure 2.5 and is compared to results froni

the sample with 90% wire efficiency.

The measurements from the 99% sample do not converge to the inpul

efficiency in the same way äs the 90% sample, but are typically 1-2% tower,

suggesting that there may be some factor Hmiting the measurement.

To investigate this further, a sample of single muons was generated in which

the detector was 100% efficient. The muoos were generated from the nominal

interaction region with randomly chosen values of 0 and <f> and momentum up to

10 GeV/c. Figure 2.6 shows that the measured superlayer efficiency is close to

100% but never quite reaches the Snput value.

The efficiency of the individual wire layers within each superlayer is shown in

figure 2.7. The efficiency of the innermost wires1, l and 2, are several percent

lower than the other wires. This effect ia observed to be 7-9% in superlayer 1;

'The wir«« are numbered in increuing radiua from l —• 8
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Figure 2.4: Measund efficiency of eack of the 9 superlayers plotted against

roadwidth. Efficienciea > 90% are achicvcd «Aen the road is too wide and titelndes

hits associated with otker Segments.

5-7% in superlayer 2 and 3-4% in superlayer 3. No auch effect is seen in the outer

superlayera, however the overall level of efficiency ia ~ 2% lower than the input

value.

Visual scanning waa used to identify if there was some feature of the method

used which syatematically degraded the measurement on these wires. Results

from the scanning showed that hits are missing in cell corners and at the field-

wire boundaries between cells despite the input efficiency of 100%. Figure 2.8

is a close-up view of the cetls in 6 superlayera through which the single muon
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Figure 2.5: The measund efficieney ofeach superlayer whcn the inpul Hardware

efficieney w 90% and 99%.

MC Slngrt Muoni 1 QQ% Inpol Efficiency

Figure 2.6: Meatund efficieney ofthe sttperlayers from Monte Carlo studies with

single muons where the input efficieney was 100%.
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MC Single Muons 100% Input Efficieney

Figure 2.7: Efficieney of euch of the wirt layers for gcnerated single mvons.

The input effieiency was 100% &«( the measvred efficieney of the inner wires in

supcrlayers l, S and S is signifieantly lower.

passes. Hits, including the ghost hits, are indicated by the -f's. The reconstructed

segments which satisfy the previously described selection criteria are indicated by

the solid linea drawn from the centre of the cell in one superlayer to the centre of

the next superlayer. Segments 4, 6 and 8 do not appear to line up with the others

due to the stereo angle through which the wires in these superlayers are rotated.

In auperlayer l, in which segment 9 has been reconstructed, the muon crosses a

boundary between cells. At this boundary, the hit which should correspond to

the 2nd wäre layer is missing. A aimilar observation is made in superlayer 3 in
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which segment 7 is reconstructed. In superlayer 2 (segment 8), the muon deposils

Ionisation on seven wires (2 —» 8) in one cell. The same muon crosses llie "anite-

angled" corner of the adjacent cell and ahould produce a signa) on wire 1. The

hit, however, is missing.

Objcct b»k l*f*n* _ MW TM TM COM CUI 010 PIW WH «T

Figure 2.8: A single muon penemied 4y Monte Carlo with 100% mpu( wirt

efficiency. The sense wirts within the drift cclls an shovm, and the "real" and

ghost hits an illustrated by the +s. The segment» which satisfy the seltction

critcria an shovm by the dark linet and are labelled. Hits are missing at thf

boundaries between cclls and in cell corner«.

Similar observations are made in data äs shown in figure 2.9. The cause

was traced by considering the actuat electron drift trajectories in superiayer l
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äs shown in figure 2.10. In the acute-angled corner of the unit cell shown, the

field configuration is such that there are no drift lines. Electrons produced in this

region by a charged pariicle will tend to drift towards field wires rathrr »hau lhc

inner sense wire. At cell boundaries, the Charge produced can be shared hetwren

two cells such that the pulse produced on each wire can be too srnall to pass the

discriminator threaholds.

Run 6708 Wire Loycr Efficiency

Figure 2.9: Efficiency of the win layers within each superlayer, measured using

data. Wirts l and S in svperlayer t are Seen to be ineffident compared to Ihe

others in the same superlayer.

In the Monte Carlo, theae effects are modelted in GEANT. The active votume

which models the drift region does not extend into the cell corners in the inner

superlayers. Particles which therefore cross this region do not produce any

Ionisation which in turn would simulate a pulse on the sense wires. Additionaltv.
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Drift Cell

No electron drift lines

Figure 2.10: Electron driß trajectories in a unä drift cell in superlaytr 1. Therr

an no drift /ine» in the acute-angled eorner ofthe cell which reduces ihr. effiriency

ofwire 1.

at the boundaries between cella, there are discontinuities between these active

volumes through which the particle can slip without any Simulation of ionisation.

The cell-corner effects are not äs import&nt in the outer superlayers. Figure 2.8

ahows that äs the radius of the superlayers increase, the inter-cell boundaries

approacb parallel lines rather than the tapered shape which cell s in superlayer l

and 2 possess. Thia, in turn, results in the field lines fiHing the "field free" region

which exists in superlayers l and 2.
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2.3 Efficiency During Data Taking

Since the efficiency algorithm has been shown to be sensitive to different input

Hardware efficiencies simulated in the Monte Carlo, it was applied to data in

order to determine the optimum conditions with which the chamber should be

operated.

2.3.1 Sense Wire Voltage

The voltage applied to the sense wires controts the gain and therefore the size

of pulses produced on the sense wires. The voltage has to be tuned to provide

the optimum pulse size. If the voltage is too Iow, the size of the pulses produced

may not exceed the threshold level which has been set to reduce the amount of

measurable noise. Running at too high a voltage increases the risk of discharges

which can reduce the lifetime of the chamber. In addition, the pulses can be too

large for the FADC System to measure their height. This would distort the shape

of the pulses which would in turn degrade the measurement of the arrival time of

the pulse and dE/dx.

The efficiency of the chamber was measured in three consecutive runs in

which the voltage on the sense wires was changed. During these runs, tlir

discriminator thresholds were kept constant and the Variation in atmospheric

pressure, which has been observed to affect the size of pulses, was negligible. Since

the corresponding field voltage was not changed, the electric field configuration

within the drift cell was not optimised for the different voltages.

Figure 2.11 presents the results from running at 94%, 96% and 98% of thc

design sense wire voltage. The efficiency measurement is observed to increase by

1-4% äs the voltage is raised from 94% to 98%. At 94% and 96% superlayers l,

3 and 5 which have both FADC and z-by-timing readout are typically 2% more

efficient. This effect which is removed when the voltage is raised to 98% suggesting

that the FADC system may be inefficient in comparison.
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Effictoncy n a functlon of S«n>* Wir« Vottage

l *MlM7f4XHV

Figur« 2.11: Efficiency of fach of the 9 superlayers pJotted against svperiaytr

numter. The resvlts an from S luminosity rvns taken vrith different sense wire

high voltage settings.

2.3.2 Relative Efflciency of FADC System

In order to further investigate the difference between the efficiency of the su-

perlayera which have FADC-only readout and combined FADC and z-by-liming

readout, Segments were reconstructed from

• hits from the FADC System onty; and

* hits from both readout Systems.

The efficiency was measured for a run in which the high voltage was set to

96%. The resutts, ahown ia figtire 2.12, confinn that the increased efficiency in

superlayers l, 3 and 5 ia due to additional hita found only by the z system which

has its own discriminator threahold levels, independent of the FADC system.

At 98% high voltage, the rate of laxger pulses which pass the FADC discrim-

inator thresholds has increased such that the efficiency of the FADC-only «ml
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Comporiwn of FADC-only ond Combintd Syttemi

Q"

Figur« 2.12: Efficiency calculated using the combined z and FADC readout

Systems, and the FADC-only system. A aystematically higher efficiency tun.«

obscrvcd in the superlayer* iiutrtmtnted with both z and FADC electronics.

combined systema becomes comparable.

2.3.3 FADC Discriminator Thresholds

The previous results suggested that the FADC discriminator thresholds were too

high, making superlayers with FADC-only readout inefiment in comparison to

those with combined readout. AnaJyaia of the pulse sizes for various discriminator

thresholds suggested that the threshold level could be lowered to half its valuc

without aay substaotial increase in the level of noise. Successive runs wer?

taken with the following operating condittons so that the effects of changing

the thresholds and high voltage could be monitored separately.

• 96% high voltage and "high" discriminator thresholds (15 counts);

high voltage and "low" discriminator thresholda (8 counts); and
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high voltage and "low" thresholds.

In addition to changing the sense wire voltage, the Held wirf volingr was lu iml

toopümise thedrift. The measured efficiencies shown in fignre2.13 indiratr ih*l

on Iowering the thresholds, the discrepancy between the superlnyer elficienrie«

of the FADC-only and the combined readout System lessena. The ovrrall

efficiency ii higher fompared to the run with higher thrrshold Irvels an more

pulses are measurable. Finally, increasing the gain raiscs ihe overall rfTiri«*nry

by a further 3% and provides an approximately constant response arross Ihc

nine superlayers. This provided the optimum high voltage and discriminalor

thresholds for Operation during 1993.

Voriotion of Efßciwicy with Thrwhold» ond HV

M

MA

W

I7J

0.

* " »

. Bcowil.

O «un*3D! tCX W * ThrMlMM - < cMuMi

- 15«unt*

1 1 3 4 3 * 7 1

Figure 2.13: The effect of changing the discriminator thrtsholds and Ihr high

voltage on the measured svpertaytr efficiency.
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2.4 CTD Efficiency during 1993

The rlfidrncy was monitored throughout the 1993 running period and is plotlcd

aa a funrt ion of run nutnber in figure 2.14. Throughont the majority of the

running perioH, the rhainber was operated at 98% high votlagf and with the lower

diwriminator Ihrnhold trUing The mean efficiency of thp rharnhrr was typically

91 $ 9*i% with fliirliutton* rnninly due to Variation« in almosplierir prossnre, aa

ihown in figure 2.15. During periods where the rate of beam indurcd backgronnd

increased above an acceptabte level and caused the chamber to trip frequently,

the voltage was lowered to the 96% setting and the efficiency of the chamber

subsequently dropped.

1993 CTD Run-to-Rim Efficiency

joo

0S

90

89

'••t-

HV»8«i—J

HV Stud'**T

0200 B400 »600 6800 7000 7200 7400
Run Mumber

Figure 2.14: Efficiency of the CTD äs a function of run number äs moniiottd

throughovt the 199S running period.
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Figur« 2.15: Ejficiency of the CTD äs afunction of atmospfieric pnasan.

2.5 Summary

An algorithm to measure the relative Hardware efHciency, designed to provicie an

estimate of the absolute value, has been developed and tested using Monte Carlo

events in which the Hardware efficiency is an input parameter. The measured

efficiency reproduces the input efficiency. The maximum achievable efficiency is

Hmited by hit losses at cell boundaries and in cell corners due to field-shapmg

effects. The measurement was used to define the CTD sense wire voltage, and

FADC discriminator threshold level for the majority of the 1993 running period.

Monitoring thts efficiency throughout the year wtth these conditions has indicated

that the efficiency is typically between 93-95% with fluctuations predominantly

due to atmoapheric pressure.



Chapter 3

Reconstruction of Deep Inelastic

Scattering Events

In this chapter the kinematic quantities by which DIS events are characterised

are Jntroduced. A variety of experimental methods can be used to calculate

these quantities; however, relevant formulae are given for the main reconslriu tion

methods used at ZEUS. Emphasis is given to the accuracy of the so-rallcd

"double-angle method" which is adopted in the analysis presented in this thesis.

3.1 Kinematics of DIS

In OIS the incoming electron couples to the electroweak current which probes

the structure of the proton. The exchanged boson is a vtrtual 7 or Z° in neutral

current, or a W* in charged current events. The mediating particle transfers

momentum between the electron and proton. At sufficiently large values of

momentum transfer, the current can resolve the proton constituents such that

HERA is an electron-parton collider. The current then interacts with a quasi-free

quark within the proton while the remnant constituents continue unperturbed.

The basic neutral current DIS process is illustrated in figure 3.1 where k and
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e-(k')

e-(k)

Figure 3.1: Lowest ordtr inelastic elcctron-proton scattering.

f are the four-vectors of the incident and scattered electron, and p is the four-

momentum of the initial proton. The polar angle through which the electron is

scattered, 9, is measured with respect to the proton direction.

Neglecting the masses of the electron and proton, a good approximatjoti at

HERA energiea, the total centre of momentum energy squared is given by

a = (k + p) ^ 4EeEp (3-1)

where Et and Ep are the electron and proton beam energies.

The exchanged boson has four-momentum q — k — k', and the momentum

transfer, (?*, is defined äs

which deacribes the resolution with which tbe exchanged photon probes ihe

structure of the proton. Q1 can have values between 0 and s.
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Two independent Lorentz invariant variables are used to describ«1 ihr <

ing process. The dimensionless variables x and y are defined äs

. _ -«'

p.*

(3.3)

(3-4)

where x can be interpreted äs the momentum fraction of the proton carried by

the struck quark in the massless limit. y a the relative energy transferrrd from

the eleclron to Ihe proton in the proton rest frame.

A useful relalionship between the kinematic variables is

= xys (3.5)

which demonstratea that only two tndependent variables need be known for the

2 —» 2 scattering process to be fully described.

HERA extends the kinematic ränge accessed by previous fixed target exper-

iments. The centre of momentum energy, ^/s, at HERA is 314 GeV at nominal

beam energies, a factor of 10 greater than that achieved at the E665 experimeut

at Fermilab. This opens up the previously unexplored regions of high QJ and low

z, extending the meaaurement by a factor of ~ 100 in both directions.

3.2 Reconstruction of Kinematic Variables

The kinematic variables x and Q3 can be expressed in terms of two independent

meaaurable quantities: a choice of energy and/or angle of the acattered tcplon

(E'f,9) and/or hadronic jet (F,-f\) äs shown in figure 3.2. The accuracy of these

measured quantities ia determined by the energy and angular resolution of the

calorimeter.
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E, En«rgy of incotning eleclron beam (26.67 GeV)

Er Energy of incoming proton beam (820 GeV)

E1, Energy of Kältere«! electron

9 Polar angle of »cattered electron

F Energy of hadronic System (»truck quark)

1k Polar angle of hadronic •yitem (itruch quark)

Figur* 3 .2: Definition of E1,. 6, F and 7A.

3.2.1 Reconstruction Methods

A precise determination of x and Q1 ia of importance to calculate the correct

Lorentz tranaformation neceasary to boost to the Breit frame. As discussed in

chapter 7, the accuracy with wbich the kinematic variables can be calculated

ümits the resolution of the acaled momentum meaaurements presented in this

thesis.

Electron Method

The conventional way to determine (x,Q2) is from the energy and angle of ihr

acattered electron. The kinematica are given by:

£.
B,

E»

(3-6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Contours of conatant electron energy and angle are shown on the (/, Q2) plane

in figures 3.3(a) and (b). For a given resolution on the measured energy E't and

angle fl„ the density of the lines indicates the relative accuracy with which (xtQ3)

can be measured: for contours witb a relatively large Separation, a small error on
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the measured quantity E^orff corresponds to a large error on the measured (T. Q1}

using this method. Also indic&ted on figure 3.3(b) are the selecteti (r, Q1) analysis

intervals (discussed in chapter 6) and dotted lines corresponding to y = 0.04 and

the kinematic limit, y = 1.

Jacquet-Blondel Method

The Jacquet-Blondel method uses the hadronic energy, F, and angle. T*, shown

in figure 3.3(c) and (d) to reconstruct the kinematic variables. Thi« method ha»

to be used when the scattered lepton is not detected, äs in chargH rurrcnt DIS

and photoproduction events. The four-momentum, W, which dmrribn the sinn

of all outgoing hadrons from the quark and remnant jet is given by

= E (^.P>»'P*»'P.J = P + 9
k

leading to

from which expression for Q"jB and XJB follow:

l - yJB

(39)

(3,10)

(3-11)

The direction of the hadronic energy flow (struck quark in the quark parton

model) is derived from equations 3.10 and 3.11 äs

which is experimentally determined by summing over calorimeter energy cells,

except those associated with the scattered electron, using

L^yjr (3.14)

The cancellation of the energy terms in equation 3.14 makes cos 71, insensitive to

any imperfections in the calorimeter energy scale.
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y-0.04
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Figure 3.3: Lines of conatant a) outgoing electron energy in 5 GeV steps b)

outgoing electron angle in 5* steps c) hadronic System energy and d) hadronic

System angle in the (i,(?J) plane.

3.2.2 Double-Angle Method

The optimum x and Q3 resolution over the majority of the kinematic plane [14]

is provided by the double-angle method which uses the scattered electron angle
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0 and the hadronic angle 7* shown below. Similarly, studies sliowcd t hat this

reconstruction method provides the moat accurate determination of the boost to

the Breit frame in comparisoo to the other methods. Since IDA and QOA have

been used in the central analysis discussed in this tbesis, the method is disrussrd

here in more detail.

The kinematic variables are given by

(3.15)

~ (3.16)

(3.17)

sin 7* + sin 8 - sin(0 +

IDA = TT-

-COS7J,)

«m7*

The relative errors on z and Q7 for this reconstruction method are

A/13
dS

-l - Ti L «n0
3z
z

-y
sin 11,

-l (3.18)

Equation 3.13 contains tenns in yjs, the measurement of which is distorted

by uranium noise in the calorimeter at low yjg < 0.02. The resolution of

7h (equivaJent to dfk in equatioo 3.18) is therefore expected to decrease äs y

decreaaes. At y = 0.14 the 71, resolution is ü 8.5* and degrades to ~ 15.5"

at y = 0.02. In the analysia described in this thesis, a cut is imposed on the

data at yjB = 0.04 to improve tbe reconstruction of the hadronic variables (see

chapter 6). Above this yjg cut the resolution of 7* is better than 13°.

The ff resolution was meaaured to be better than 0.5' in the analysis regions

shown in figure 3.3(b). Beyond this analysis region, at very high electron angles

the positional reconstruction of the electron ts observed to degrade due to shower

losses in the re&r beam-pipe. The reconstructed position of the electromagnetic

shower is systematically shifted towards larger distances from the beam-pipe,

equivalent to smaller 0 values. In the analysis presented, this is avoidrd by
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imposing a minimum value of Qy and a minimum distance from the beam-pipe

beyond which leakage of the shower is negligible (see chapter 6).

The formulae in equation 3.18 show that at very small or very large scattering

angles for the electron or hadron flow the resolution in IDA and QQA degrades.

From figure 3.3(b) and (d), at low y the value of $ is high and 7* is low making

this region problematic for the determination of the variables. In contrast to the

Q1 resolution which is enhanced by they term in the numeratorof equation 3.18,

the i resolution is expected to be particularly poor at low y.

3.2.3 Resolution of Double-Angle (i,Q2)

To measure the resolution on x and Q7 due to the double-angle reconstruction,

Monte Carlo events were generated äs discussed in chapter 5. The events were

subject to the same series of kinematiccuta applied to the real data (see chapter 6)

to obtain a fiducial sample of well-recooatructed DIS events.

The resolution was measured in tenns of Az and AQ1 given by

and — , Vv...'j

ZDA VDA
where x,™ and t?Jffl are the generated values.

Figure 3.4 shows the Az distributions in the eleven analysis regions. The x

and Q3 ränge explored by these regions is indicated at the bottom and right-hand

side of the figure, and are the aame intervals shown on figures 3.3(b) and (d). In

each plot the AI ränge shown is from —l to 1. Each plot indicates the RMS of

the distribution.

The AI resolution is observed to improve äs Q"2 increases. The resolution

is enhanced by the 1/sintf and l/sin7k terms in equation 3.18. The selection

cuts and choice of analysis bins exclude the regions of phase space where the

scattered electron and hadronic angles have very high or very low values. A

further improvement is noted at high y where the 7* resolution improves. The

resolution improves from ~ 40% at low (x,Q3) to 2- 15% at high (x,Q*).
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Quality of Xw Reconstruction

49

-1 (Xw-X^ /X
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Figure 3.4: Resolution O/XDA in eteven analysis regions on the x,Q3 plane.

In the low (x,Qa) region, Ax > 0 indicating that the reconstructed value

of x is gre&ter than the generated value. Furthermore, events were observed to

migrate from very low valuea of i, outside tbe apecified analysis ränge, into the

analysis bin due to the relatively poor x reconstruction in this region.

The AQ1 distribution is shown in figure 3.5 and isgenerally constant at — 15%
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Qualily of Q2 Double Angle Reconstruction
0J (GeV1)
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Figure 3.5: Resolution ofQot, in denen analysis regions on the x,Q* plane.

over the selected region of phase space. In fixed regions of z, tbere ia a systematic

tendency for the A<3a resolution to improve at lower values of Q*. Although the

l/sin 0 and l/sin TA terma increase in this region, the y term in the numerator of

equation 3.18 enhances the Q* resolution.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Background

4.1 The Naive Quark Parton Model

During the accumulation of data on baryon and meson resonancrs in thr I960'*,

regularities or patteras were noted among the observed hadron stales. In 196)

Gell-Mann introduced a scheme, known äs the Eightfold Way, which allowed

baryoos and mesons with the aame spin to be grouped according to their charge

and strangeness. The eight lightest spin 1/2 baryons including the proton and

neutron form the baryon octet, whilst ten spin 3/2 baryons were predicled to

comprise the baryon decuplet. At the time, however, only 9 of these baryon

decuplet atates had been obaerved. Three years after it had been predicled, the

fl~ was observed, heralding the auccess of this model.

In 1964, Gell-Mann and Zweig extended the model by proposing that thr

hadrons were composed of a new group of spin 1/2 particlea called quarks which

carry a fractional electric charge and transform according to SU(3)u4¥OU,. The

quarks were predicted to appear äs three species: up (u), down (d) and stränge

(s) which could be combined to reproduce the structure of the known baryon

and meson multiplets. As the fl~, A" and A++ in the decuplet compri«* or

three like quarks each with spin 1/2, they appear to violate the Pauli prinripl'1.
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An additional degree of freedom was therefore assigned to the quarks known äs

colour, of which there are three vaJues, making the wavefunction of these baryons

antisymmetric äs required. As there was no evidence to sug^est that colour is a

measurable pioperty of hadrons, the hadrons were postulated to be built from

colourless combinations of quarka.

DIS experiments at SLAC in the late 1960's provided the first evidence that

nucleons are composed of pointlike constituents, known äs paitons. The structure

of the nucleons can be examined using a virtual photon with sufficiently high Q1,

equivalent to decreasing the spatial reaolution within the proton. The proton

structure function, Fi(x,Q*) was observed to be independent of QJ at a given

value of x [15]. This acaling behaviour, predicted by Bjorken, was interpretect äs

evidence for the existence of tbe pointlike partons.

The difTerential cross-section for tbe DIS process can be written in terms of

two dimensionless structure functions, Fi(*,Q*) and Fi(x,Q*)

Callan and Gross suggested that the structure functions should be related [16]:

) = ̂ (*) (4.2)

reflecting the hypothesis that the charged constituents of the proton are spin 1/2

particlea. Tbis waa later confirmed experimentalty (17).

Evidence that the partons carry fractional electric charge came from thr

comparison of Ft measured in neutrino-nucleon scattering in bubble charnber

experimenta and from electron-nucleon acattering which confirmed that Ff —

™F£N aa predicted for fractional quark dtargea [18].

The experimental verification of Bjorken scaling, the Callan-Gross relation

and the fractional electric chargea in DIS provided compelling evidence tliat the

partons within the proton are quarka. In a frame where the momentum of the

proton is much greater than ita masa, relativiatic time dilation slows down the rate
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at which the partons within the proton interact with one another such lliai during

the short üme that the virtual photon interacts with the parton, ttni — h/Q, it is

essentjally a free particle withir the proton so that deep Jnelastic t - p sratlning

is equivalent to etastic e — parton scattering.

The Quark Parton Model (QPM) was developed on the basis of ihcse nvmlts.

In this raodel the proton conaists of three non-interacting valence quarks ( w u r f )

accompanied by many quark-anttquark pairs, mainly uü, dd and ss known äs

sea-quarks. In the QPM each parton t carriea a momentum fraction x, of the

protoo'a momentum and ia asaumed to be masaless. The structure function, Fy,

a then interpreted aa

W = £«?*/i(x) (4.3)
i

where /,-(x) ia the probabitity that parton t with electric charge e, carries a fraction

z of the proton'a momentum.

4.2 QCD Improved QPM

Summing over the momenta of all the partons in the proton, f F j d x , directly

reveals the momentum fraction of the proton carried by the chargcd partons.

In the QPM where the proton consists aolely of charged quarks f F j d x = l.

Measurement of fFjdx, however, indicated that the quarks account for only

~ 50% of the total momentum of the proton. The remaining fraction is carried by

charge-neutral, apin l particles called gluons which are reaponsible for medial ing

the strong force which bind» the quarks within the proton. The gluons produce

the many quark-antiquark pain, requiring the QPM picture to be modified. The

presence of gluons introducea a logarithmic dependence on Q* to Fj(x, Q1) which

was experimentally observed at SLAC [19]. This violation of Bjorken scaling

is a major prediction of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the theory whirh

describes the interactions between quarks and gluons.
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The QPM completely ignores the role of gluons äs carriers of the strong force

associated with the coloured quarks. In particular any interaction between the

quarks and gluons is neglected. Such interactions allow for the possibility that

the quark may radiale a gluon before or after being struck by the virtual photon

7*9 -» qg. Another possible interaction, neglected in the QPM, is that a gluon

in the proton can contribute to DIS by producing a qq pair one of which couples

to the virtual boson f'g —» gq. These leading-order processes are known äs QCD

Compton (QCDC) and Boson-Gluon Fusion (BGF) respectively (figures 4.1(a)

and (b)) and their matrix elements have been calculated exactly.

(o) (b)

Figure 4.1: Feynman Diagrams for the O(a,) proceases. (a) Final-statc QCD

Compton and (b) Boson-Gluon Fusion

The major difference between electromagnetic and strong interactions is that

the gluons themselves carry colour charge, and so they can interact with other

gluons. The fact that gluons carry approximately twice äs much colour charge äs

the quarks makes gluon-gluon interactions prevalent. This leads to a "running"

coupling constant, a„ which decreases at short distances such that the partons

within the nucleon essentially behave äs free, non-interacting particles. In this
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regime in leading-order processes, a, is given by

12*
a.«1)« (4.4)

where Nj is the number of quark flavours. AQCQ can be thouglit of äs the valite

of QJ which marks the boundary between the world of quarks and gluons where

perturbative QCD calculations are valid and that of the observed hadrons. At

Q£\* 100 — 400 MeV the coupling is so strong that non-perlurbative niPtlioch

need to be applied.

As Q1 — t oo, o, — t 0, a property known äs asymptotic freedom. This

allows interactions involving coloured partons to be calcutated at large momentum

transfers, where a, is amall, using perturbative techniques. Perturbative QCD

calculationa are therefore a series of approximations involving logarithmic and

double- logarithmic terms in (Q3/A3). Due to the running of Q,, the next-lo-

leading-order corrections are smaller than the leading-order corrections if tlie

momentum tranafer is large.

When a quark Ja knocked out of the proton äs a result of a high energy

colliaion, it r&pidly moves away from the remnant coloured quarks. QCD predicts

that the quark is accompanied by a cloud of virtual partons. The 4-momentum

of the atruck quark can be split between a quark and a gluon: the quark having

momentum zp and the gluon the remaining (l - z}p. In the leading-logarilhmir

approximation (LLA), valid in tbe relativistic limit, the probabiUty for this is

proportional to

a.WV,-.w(») (4.S)

where

Pt-*„(z) describes the probability that a quark of 4-momentum zp will be found

in what started äs a quark of momentum p. Equation 4.6 is one of the Allarelli-

Parisi Splitting functions [20] which also describe the Variation with QJ of finding
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a gluon in a gluon, or a quark in a gluon. These functions reflect the imderlying

processes such äs q —> gq, g —t qq and 9 —* 99 ie the way in which high momentum

quarks and gluons become quarks and gluons of lower momentum via Splitting

and radiating. The functions govern the development in time of the decelerating

s t ruck quark and the shower of partons it produces.

As the quark evolves in time, its virtuality, Q7, decreases leadtng to a strongcr

at coupling and more radiation, predominantly soft gluons, being producrd. The

perturbative approach to QCD eventually breaks down after a large time interval

(( ~ fi/A) when the value of a, becomes too large. At this point the non-

perturbative hadronisation phase begina where the coloured partons are combined

to form colourless hadrons.

As the Separation between colour charges increases, the force between them

increases and an increasing energy is stored in a narrow region of colour field

between the charges. Eventually it ig energetically more favourable for a colour-

anticolour pair of quarks to be created from the vacuum, each of which comhinc

with the appropriate part of the original to form two colourless objects between

which there is no colour force. This hadronisation procesa continues to create

more hadrons providing the energy ia sufficient to provide the invariant mass of

the produced badron.

4.3 Coherence in Parton Showers

The effect of quantum mechanics acting on the partons within the cascade is

to suppresa the emiasion of gluon bremsatrahlung at wide angles, known äs

coherence. Coherence restricts successive gtuon emissions to decreasingly smaller

angles, known äs angular-ordering, äs shown in figure 4.2.

In Order toelucidate this coherence phenomenon, an analogy is drawn between

photon bremsstrahlung from an e*e~ pair. Figure 4.3 shows an t*t~ pair with

an opening angle of &ftt~ created by pair-production. A photon with four-
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nnno

Figure 4.2: Angular-Ordering of gluon emissions

momentum k is mbsequently emitted at time, (, by the eleclron and al angle

0,,- witb reipect to the e~ direction.

Figure 4.3: Bnmsstrahlvng radiation of a photon öfter e*e~ pair-productton

Using the uncertainty relation to estimate the "lifetime" of the intermediate

electron which has virtual mass, M = ^(p. + fc)a, provides an estimate of the

time interval required for the radiated 7 to be formed.

t l \P»\ IP«t } J_ 2i_ M- t
~MM (p, + fc)a ~ jfcj ̂ _ ~ ̂ - l '

where AI is the transverse wavelength of the radiated photon, and the angle Ö1f-

and mass of the final-state electron were assumed to be small.

During this time the e*e~ pair separates a transverse distance

«•* *~ Ü 4 A ^ t l O\L ~C.+ .-I ~Cf+«-5— (4.8)

"•n-

If the photon were emitted atiarge angles such that 9^- > 0,+ ,-, the Separation of

the e+e~ pair would be much smaller than the wavelength of the photon, p'?"' <
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Aj.. Wide-angle photons would therefore not resolve the individual charges of the

c*c~ pair but woutd probe the net electric charge which is zero. The emission of

photons at large angles is therrfore strongly suppressed, an effect which was first

ohwrvrtl in cmmic ray studirs |2l).

A limilar phyiical picture can be drawn for QCD rascades where a gluon is

rmiltrd from a quark. Allhough the net colour charge probed by a gluon emitted

»t large anglea it non-zero, emissions of this kind are also strongly supprcssed.

As the phase space for successive gluons is reduced, gluons in the cascade are

emitted with decreasing opening angles such that

The suppression of soft (low pr) gluon emissions at wide angles leads to a

modification of the incluaive momentum apectrum of partons within the cascade,

the so-calied "hump-backed plateau" [22]. This phenomenon can be understood

äs the result of two conflicting effects. Firstly, owing to the restriction kL > l/R

a soft particle is "forced" to be emitted at large angles, 6 > 1/kR where R is the

size of a hadron, typically a few hundred MeV. This restriction arises because the

formation time of a parton, tf™ = t/*i (from equation 4.7), muat be less that the

time interval elapsed before hadronis&tion takea place, (h*dnm ~ kK1. Coherence,

however, limits the opening angle to small values after a few successive angular-

ordered parton branchings. The net result is shown in figure 4.4: particles with

intermediate values of momenta multiply most effectively in the QCD cascade.

These effects result in a suppresaion of large multiplicity events and a modified

peak position with respect to the incoherent case.
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(i) 0»)

FJgure 4.4: The effect of colour eoherence on tke (a) energy and (k) attgular

distributions. The dotted area corrcspondt to the contribution which is rtmovtd

from the incoherent (dashed) ea$e to the coherent (solid) case.

4.4 Predictions of the Modified Leading-Log Ap-

proximation

The Modified Leading Log Approximation (MLLA) of perturbative QCD has been

developed to provide a quantitative deacription of the properties of soft particles

withrelativelysmallmomenta(z < 1) which are radiated from high energy quarks

and gluona [23]. The MLLA ia required äs the Double Logarithmic Approximation

(DLA), which attempta to describe soft particle production, overestimales the

multiplicity of partictes produced within the parton cascade and the energy wtlh

which they multiply most actively. To control the parton production, the MLLA

takes account of aingle logarithmic terma and coherence effects within the parton

abower äs discussed in the previous section.

The MLLA predicts the form of the inchisive momentum distribution for

massless partona radiated from a high energy aource, of energy E = Q/2. At

high energiea and in the relativiatic limit, the analytical form is given by the

limiting-spectrum, ^(InO/i,), V), described in reference [23). The variables

are ln(l/z,) where xf = p/E = 2p/Q, known äs the scaled momentum, and

Y - ln(£7AEFF) = ln(Q/2ABFF). The free parameter AEFF is &n effective QCD

scale and cannot be compared to exact QCD calculations eg Arji* since there is no
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present theoretical calculation which describea AEFF beyond lefvding logarithniic

terms in a specific renormalisation acheme.

The MLLA predictions are used in conjunction with the hypothesis of Local

Parton-Hftdron DuaJity (LPHD) (24), in which the observed hadron distributions

are related to calculated parton diatributions by a constant of proportional') ty,

which is predicted to be independent of the energy of the hard scattering process.

This meana that tbe hump-backed plateau is not only pn-Hicted to be ex per i-

mentalty observed but the MLLA reaults can be directly applied to the observed

distributions such that

-,n fr/ ,=«A^tin> (•*«)ff dln(l/xp)

where the parameter KA a the conatant of proportionality used to relate the

hadron spectrum to the analytical apectrum from the MLLA.

Around tbe peak position the exact MLLA result can be approximated by a

Gauasian distribution

dln(l/x,)
(4-10)

where 6 = y-/Ve - |N/ ia a constant which dependa on the number of colours,

Nc, and flavours N f . N(Y) ia the average charged particle multiplicity which,

within the assumptiona of LPHD, is proportional to the soft parton multiplicity

predicted by the theory.

Perturbative QCD not only predicts the shape of the limiting spectrum but

also describes its energy evolution with Q. Anatysis of the energy evolution of the

hadron spectrum with Q ahould provide direct evidence on the energy evolution

of the underlying parton spectrum. The peak position of the distribution is

predicted to evotve äs

\n(l/x,)auat = Q.5Y + ̂ -c+0(Y-l) (4.11)

where c = jg 'V^/uffi* = °-29(°-35) for Nf = 3(5) and O(Y-*) contains
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higher-ordercorrections. Inequation 4.11, apart from Die higher-order corrcrlion,

AEFF 's the only free parameter: once a value for AEFF is eslablished tho peak

positjon at any Q can be predicted. This will be discussed in chapter S.

4.5 Coherence in e+e Annihilation

Several e*e~ Annihilation experiments have studied the inclusive sralcd ino

mentum distribution, ln(l/xp), of charged particles in the renction r+r~ ->

hadrona [25][26][27] and ita evotution with Q = \/s. An approximalely Gaussiaii

distribution has been observed at aeveral values of ^/s äs shown in figure 4.5.

although the hump-backed shape of the distribution alone does not indicate the

preaence of gluon coherence [28]. Coherence does, however, modify the peak

Position and thedegreeof fall-orTontheright-hand sideof the peak, corresponding

to the low momentum end of the spectrum, in comparison to the incoherent

case. Resulls from the OPAL collaboration [26] obtained by filting the limiliiig

spectrum totheirdatayieldvaluesof AEFF = 253±30 MeV and «ch = 1.28±O.OI.

The peak poaition, ln( l/!,}„„, can best be studied by considering its evolu-

tion with increaaing values of t/s. This has been achieved by combining results

from several different experiments at difFerent beam energies eg from TASSO and

OPAL. The value of AEFF obtained from OPAL from fitting equation 4.11, in

which the —c and highet-order term were combined into a single free parameter

in tbe fit, is 203 ± 30 MeV. The results from the e+e~ experiments are compared

to the ZEUS measurements in chapter 8.

The results from the c*t~ annihilation experiments are described by ihp

MLLA, thereby supporting the concept of coherence, one of the basic predlclions

of perturbative QCD, and the assumption of LPHD.
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ln(l/x,) Distributions from c*e"—> hadrons
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Figure 4.5: \n(l/xf) distribution of charged particles from the naction e+c —»

hadrons mcasurtd at various centn-of-momentum energies

4.6 Coherence in Deep Inelastic Scattering

The kinematic region accessible by HERA allows tests of perturbative QCD

to be made over a large kinematic ränge. Hence the energy evolution of the

Infl/ZpJnuu can be detennined over a luge ränge in Q by a single experiment.

The observed particles in DIS eman&te from the evolution of partons from the

struck quark and the proton remnant. The evolution of the partons from these

two regions is quite different and it is therefore advantageous to separate the two

for independent study (29). This is not readily achieved in the laboratory frame

and requires the event to be transformed to the Breit frame of reference [30].
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In this frame the exchanged current, q, is completely space-ltke, having

zero energy component and components of momentum which are conventionally

aligned in the negative z direction so that q= (90,9) = (0,0,0, —Q).

In the naive QPM, the incoming quark, which has fraction x of the proton's

momentum, collides elastically with the virtual boson and is scattered in the

opposite direction p^^ = —xP1 äs shown in figure 4.6b. The proton remnant

continues in the direction of the incident proton with momentum pj«™^ = ( l -

x)Q/2x. The Breit frame separates into two hemispheres into which partirles are

assigned by virtue of their longitudinal momentum component in this boosted

frame. Particles with p^ < 0 form the current region, corresponding to the

direction of the struck quark in the QPM; whilst particles with p", > 0 form the

target region.

4.6.1 Current Fragmentation Region

The current region is analogous to a single hemisphere in e.+e~ annihilation, äs

shown in figure 4.6. This leads to the conclusion that the evolution of soft QCD

radiation from the struck quark in DIS should be identical to that from the q ot

q in e+e~ [31). While a "jet-axis" is required to define the hemisphere associated

with the jet initiated by the q or q in e+e~, in DIS the virtual photon defines the

analogue of this axis.

In this thesis, the senaitivity of soft QCD radiation to the energy of the hard

acattering process is studied by conaidering the ln(l/if) distributions measurcd

in the current region of the Breit frame. The DIS results are compared to the

inclusive l n ( l / x p ) distributions measured by TASSO and OPAL in chapter 8.

As there is only one quark jet produced in the current region (CR), compared

to two quark Jets in the inclusive e*e" process, the overall normalisation of the

distributions should differ by a factor 1/2 with respect to those in e*e~ such that

l d<7CR l d<7e+e"
trdln(l/jp) 2(7dln(l/zp}

(4.12)
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Efcctron-posilron Annihilation DIS in IheBrcii Frame

time

(b)

<f\)

CURRENT TARGET

Figure 4.6: Comparison of loweat Order proctsses in e+e~ annihilalion into

hadrons and DIS: (a) the spact-time picturt; (b) the space picture and the

aimilarity of the cvrrent region in the Breit frame to a single hcmisphere in c* e~;

and (c) the phase space diagram for each process. Phase space for e*e~ ero/i'rs

with Q/2 = \/ä/2. Similarly the current hemisphere in the Breit frame evolvcn

with Q/2
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The evolution of the peak position of the ln(I/x,) distribution,

\s studied äs a function of Q and x. An important property of sucressivc sofl

emissions in the current region ia the predicted x-independrnce. In prarti-c,

however, it is possible that some x-dependence may be obsrrvrH Hur to hanl

parton emissions described in the following section.

4.7 Higher-Order Processes in the Breit Frame

The QPM picture of the Breit frame discussed so f&r 11 modifird whrn C*(o.)

QCD corrections to the QPM are apptied. Since the invariant man of Ihr v? or

qg pair produced in these processea is no longer considered to be negligible, thr

incoming parton carries a fraction pp = £P of the proton's momenlum, Pt and

{ > x to allow for tbe emission of the parton pair.

The crosa section for these O(at) processes depends on five variables: x, Q*,

the ratio */{', *f and ̂ '. The variable j>' ia the azimuthal angle of the jet plane

with respect to the virtua] photon in the 7*-parton centre of momentum system

(CMS). The scaling variable z/{ is given by

(4.13)

where m is the invariant mass of the qg or qq System.

The second scaling variable if a given by

(4-H)

where j/f ia the momentum of the final atate quark/gluon. zf is related to the

polar angle distribution of the jet plane 8* in the 7*-parton CMS, equivaient to

the Breit frame when ma = Q3.

'The variable x/( ii often referred to u xf [32]. Thia Dotation hu delibersUly be«n avoidrd

•o M not to be confiued with the icaled momentum xf = 2p/Q.
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The singularities in the BGF and QCDC contributions to the O(a.) crosa

section are given by

l . , l
/QCDC « (•1-15)

The poles at x/£ = l and zp = l in the QCDC case are identical to the

pole-structure of the O(Q,) e+e~ cross section. Hard QCD radiation gives rise to

three cvent topologies [32| which populate different regions in the (x/f, zp) plane

äs shown in figure 4.7.

z„ l

III

IV

Figure 4.7: Event topohgiea on the (x/{,zr) plane. Region / shows Iwo jets in

the current region and one in the targct. In regions U and IV tkere is one jet

in the current and two in the target, «Ai/s/ in rcjion III all tkree jeta are in the

target dirtction. The ahadcd regiona indicate the aingtdaritiea in the crosa aection

at x/{ = l, zp = 0 and zf=\.

The singularities given in (4.15) indicate the relative rates with which each of

the topologies occur in the Breit frame. For QCD Compton events, these occur

at xff, = l and zp ~ \ The x/( = I pole enhances qg jets with a Iow mass, m*,

therefore favouring the event topology with two jets in the current region which
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balance in pr (region / in figure 4.7). The zf = 0 pole in the QCD Compton

events corresponds to the plane of the q and g Jets making an angle of 0* = 0 or

T to the photon axis, aralogous to the coltinear emission of the gluon lo l.he t} or

q in e*e~.

The difference between O(at) processe» in DIS and e+e" is the additional

BGF contribution. The poles from tbe BGF contribution are at z, = 0 and 1.

As the mass of the qq pair is no longer suppressed, BGF can contribute to the

depopulatiooof particlemultiplicityin thecurrent region (region /// in figure 4.7).

The croas section for BGF incre&ses at low z where this topology is expected

to be more significant. The overall normalisatioD which measures the average

multiplicity per event is therefore expected to be sensitive to these different

topotogies.

4.7.1 Rapidity Gap Events

As discussed in reference [33], events with a large rapidity gap are observed in DIS.

Such events are coasistent with the exchange of a colourless object, conventionally

called the pomeron, whose constitueota take pari in the hard scattering process

with the virtual photon. In contrast to the non-rapidity gap eventa in which

there is QCD radiation between the struck quark and the proton remnant, QC'D

radiation is suppressed in this class of events [34]. This means that in ihr Hiril

frame there is less QCD radiation available to depopulate the current region.

Selecting LEG events is, therefore, equivalent to suppresaing events with large

m2 > Q*. The effect of this subaample of events on the inclusive ln(l/z,)

distribution is discuaaed in chapter 8.

4.7.2 Target Fragmentation Region

The coloured parton in the initial state means that the contribution to the target

region is more complicated compared to the current region. Three contribntitms
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are considered in analytical calculations for parton emission in this region and

are shown in figure 4.8. Pull details of these are given in [35] [36] and only a bricf

description is included here.

* Remnant

Figure 4.8: Radiation in the initial state providcs three contributions to the target

region in tke Bnit frame

The first of these, TI, comes from parton emissions from the quark-anti quark

pair; the aecond contribution, Tj is due to soft coherent radiation from the vertical

gluon lines. Partons produced due to these two contributions bave momentum

p'ZQ/2 and therefore populate the circular region of phase space in the target

region. The third contribution, T$, corresponds to hard emissions from the

horizontal rungs in the ladder which populate the Q/2&pf£,(\ x)Qf2i region

of phase space. An addittonal contribution to the target region will come from

the fragmentation of the spectator target remnant. The detector acceptance for

tracks produced in the target region is rel&tively poor äs shown in chapter 6 and

is therefore not considered in this thesjs.
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Chapter 5

Simulation of Deep Inelastic

Scattering

5.1 Overview

Monte Carlo Simulation is an indispensable tool with which a direct comparison

between theory and experiment can be made. The basic lepton-quark scattering

process is well understood, however in order to describe the hadronic final state

in DIS it is necessary to include higher QCD corrections to this simple QPM äs

weit äs hadronisation. This results in a variety of theoretical models which aim

to describe aa closely äs possible the observed distributions in DIS.

The event generators simulatethe physical processes according to these models

using the Monte Carlo prescription, and produce four-vectors of the complete final

state which can be input into the detector Simulation program. This modets the

response of the detector and its effect on the particles which pass through it,

allowing a direct comparison of uncorrected data and Monte Carlo. In addition

the acceptance and resolution effects of the detector on a measurement can be

unfolded from the data to determine the true nature of the measured distribution.

Corrected distributions can then be compared to the generator level in order to
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Interpret the underlying physical processes.

Event generation is simulated in three distinct stages.

• The cross-section for partons involved in the hard scattering process is

calculated with an exact matrix element which may include first-order

O(a,) QCD corrections. The distribution of partons wilhin the proton

are provided separately;

• The Simulation of higher-order corrections is achieved using models based

on the LLA, giving rise to a parton cascade. Modifications are included in

the LLA to simulate coherence effects and are discussed in section 5.3.

• Hadronisation of the coloured partons into colourless hadrons and their

subsequent decays.

Each of the generated event samples described below are passed through the

ZEUS detector Simulation program MOZART, based on the GEANT 3.13 [13]

program whicb incorporates knowledge of the apparatus and trigger response

based on previous running experience and lest beam results.

5.2 Monte Carlo Models

ARIADNE

A sample of 200 K neutral current DIS events with Q7 > 4GeVJ was generated

using LEPTO 6.1 (37] to generate the hard scattering process. The generation

included the effects of initial and final state photon radiation which were calcu-

lated with the HERACLES 4.4 program [38] and interfaced to LEPTO via the

DJANGO 6.0 [39] program. The proton structure function was parameterised by

the MRSD'_ [40] sei of parton distribution functions which provide a reasonable

description the proton structure function, Fj, äs measured at HERA [41].
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The QCD caacadeSimulation waa interfaced to LEPTO using the eolour-dipole

model (CDM) äs implemented in ARIADNE 4.03 [42]. In this model the gluon

emission ia treated äs radiation from the point-like atruck quark and the extended

proton remnant. Further emiasiona can occur between dipoles formed between

the gluon and struck quark, and the gluon and proton remnant etc. SS nee the

boson-gluon fuaion proceas is not accounted for in the CDM, proviaion ia made

in ARIADNE to include this proceas aa given by the first order matrix element

within LEPTO.

The final state quarks and gluons are combined to form colourlesa hadrons via

the Lund string model (43] äs implemented in the JETSET [44] program. In the

atring model, the coloured quarks are connected by cotoured 's t rings' with 'kinks'

in the string representing the gluons. The string is stretched äs the struck quark

movea away from the proton remnant until it ia energetically more favourable for

the atring to break into colourleas hadrons.

This Monte Carlo was found to give the best overall description of the observed

energy flow [45] and hai been used in the central analysis to correct and unfold

the measured \n(l/xr) distributions äs discusaed in chapter 8.

Comparisons of the measured ZDA>QDA distributions from uncorrected data

and the ARIADNE Monte Carlo at the detector tevel are shown in figures 5.1(a)

and (b). Both the data and Monte Carlo satisfy the selection cuts described

in chapter 6. The observed diacrepancy at low x and Q* is attributed to ihe

difference between f j from the MRSD'_ set and the measured value.

Figure 5.1(c) shows the electron energy spectrum, £QA, calculated from Q^A

and the scattered electron angle, 9. The polar angle diatribution of the scattered

electron is ahown in figure 5.1(d). Both distributions are reasonably well described

by the ARIADNE Monte Carlo.
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Figure 5.1: Compariaon of »DA. ÖDA an<' *^c energy and B distribution ofsclecteJ

ZEUS DIS data with the ARIADNE Monte Carlo.

ARIADNE and POMPYT

The ARIADNE 4.03 Monte Carlo does not describe the observed (8 - 10%)

contribution from events with a large rapidity gap (LRC). Figure 5.2 shows

the ifrnM diatribution for data, and Monte Carlo, where ij„„ is defined äs

the maximum paeudorapidity t} = — In(tan|) of all calorimeter condensates1

which have energy greater than 400 MeV. ARIADNE provides a reasonably good

description of the majority of the data, however, the data show a clear excess of

events with ?;„,„ < 1.5. These events are consistent with a difTractive mechanism

'A condenaate U in bolkted Mt of wljacent c&lorimetet cells.
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in which a colourless pomeron \s exchanged between the virtual photon and

the proton, The excess of events with a large rapidity gap can be reasonably

described [34} by tbe diffractive Monte Carlo, POMPYT [46], in which the beam

proton emits a pomeron whose constituents take part in the hard scattering

procesa. The diffractive events were generated with a hard quark momrntuni

density within the pomeron [47].

Figure 5.2 shows that the mixture of 10% POMPYT and 90% A R I A D N K

provides a better deacription of the data at low nmat. The contributioti of ihis

class of events to the inclusive scaled momentum measurements presented in this

thesis are dJacuased in chapter 8.

fj_ Distribution for Data and Monte Carlo

*>—

Figure 5.2: f?mu distribution of uncorrected data. Most of the data is weit

described by ARIADNE; however, the excess of events with a large rapidity gap

can be better described by inclvdmg a 10% eontribvtion of diffractive events from

POMPYT.
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Additional samples of Monte Carlo events were generated in order to lest the

sensitivity of the final results to the model which was used to correct the

data. A second sample of 200 K DIS events with Q* > 4 GeVJ was generated

using the hard scattering process caiculated from LEPTO äs before and with

electroweak corrections. The GRV(LO) [48] parton distribution functions were

used to describe the structure of the proton. The parton cascade was simulated

within LEPTO using the option in which the availabte phase space for the

parton showering process in the initial and final states is restricted by the first-

order matrix element. This matching is hereafter known äs MEPS. Following

reference [45], the MEPS Option provides a better description of the hadronic

final state äs opposed to the matrix element or parton showering processes alone.

Agajn, the Lund string model was used to perform the hadronisation.

HERWIG

A third sample of 100 K DIS events with Q* > 4 GeV2 was generated using

the HERWIG 5.7 generator {49] without electroweak radiative corrections. The

MRSD'_ set of parton distribution functions were again used.

In the HERWIG model the QCD cascade is modelled using parton showers

alone. After the perturbative QCD process, hadronisation is achieved using a

düster model [50] rather than string fragmentation.

5.3 Monte Carlo Simulations of Coherence

Coherence has been explicitly included in these models äs follows:

• In the parton shower approach to the cascading proceas adopted by LEPTO

and HERWIG, the opening angle between successive parton branchings

becomes smaller äs the cascade evolves in time.
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• In ARIADNE there is a distinct region of phase space in which an emission

from the dipole can occur. After emitting a gluon, this phase space is

reduced for the next emisaion and so on. This is exactly the effect that

coherence has on the parton cascade, reducing the phase space for successive

gluon emissions to an angular ordered region.
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Chapter 6

Selection of Deep Inelastic

Scattering Events

6.1 Overview of 1993 Data Taking

Diiring the 1993 running period an mtegrated luminosity of 2- 554 nb~ l was

recorded by ZEUS from over 6 milüon third level triggera. Only a relatively

small proportion of this data, however, consista of neutral current DIS events of

interest to thia analysis. The main bulk of the data comprises background due

to beam-gas, cosmic ray and photoproduction events.

It is the aim of the selection cuts to reduce the level of background in ordcr to

obtain a fiducial sample of neutral current DIS eventa. Theae cuta are formulated

based on the differences between the kinematic properties of DIS events and the

various typea of background.

The selection procedure is carried out in several stages from the online

trigger through to the final offline event selection, tightening the cuts from one

stage to the next. After the preselection, defined in appendix A, a sample of

91.34 K neutral current DIS events remain. Final cuta are appüed to remove

any remain i ng background and to ensure that the event kinemalirs ran br
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reconstructed reliably.

In this chapter, a description of the various experimental techniques used to

recognise and reject background events is given. The event selection cuts stated,

based on these techniques, are the final values apptied in this analysis. Results

from an investigation using Monte Carlo generated events to define regions in the

(x,Q3) plane which offer a high acceptance are also presented.

6.1.1 Description of the Backgrounds

The principal sources of background events are due to Synchrotron radiation

from the electron beim, colliaions between stray protons and beam-line compo-

nents (beam-wall), and interactions between the proton bunch and residual gas

molecules in the beam-pipe vacuum (beam-gas). The beam-induced interactions

can occur anywhere in the HERA ring, althougb Synchrotron radiation is pre-

dominantly produced on the curved sections of the HERA accelerator far from

the experiments. A seriea of maaks and collimators in the electron accelerator

absorb the Synchrotron emissions and reduce the rate of this type of background

in the detector considerably.

Beam-gas events generated many metres upstream from the interaction region

are characterised by a high number of tracks with an apparent upstream vertex,

and large early-arriving energy deposits in the RCAL (see section 6.2.2).

The proton beam can be accompanied by a large number of halo muons (beam-

halo), which are caused by decaying pions created in beam-wall or beam-gas

collisions. These halo muons are readily recognisable in the detector by the

energy deposits they produce along the length of the CAL and muon chambera

and the absence of primary vertex tracks. Halo muona can, in turn, collide

with the beam-line componenta cauaing a spray of secondary particlea in the

forward direction in the same way aa beam-gas interactions. The rate of beam-

gas interactions is highty dependent on the beim conditions and pressure in the
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beam-pipe. Estimatea of the background production rates for design ronditions

and a luminosity of 1.5 x 1031 cm^s"1 are compared to the rate of physics events

in table6.1.

Source

Neutral Gurren t DIS:

Q1 > 3 GeV

Q»> 5000 GeV3

Photoproduction Q* -» 0:

All Events

Visible in Detector

Background:

Beam-gas interactions m"1

Beam Halo

Synchrotron radiation

Cosmic Raya

Event Rate (H?.)

3

m-4

l O3

200

300

8 x 101Th/s)

-20

Table 6.1: Main physics and background ntes at HERA, assuming a dtstgn

luminoaity o/1.5 x 1031cm~Js~!.

At HERA the dominant physics process is photoproduction where, äs Q1 -* 0,

the exchanged photon is quasi-real and is not detected in the mal n delertor.

Whilst photoproduction is an interesting physics topic itself, it constitutes a high-

rate background to the DIS process and a series of selection cuts are required to

reduce the contammation from such events. Sinceonly ~ 20% of photoproduction

events can be tagged in the luminosity monitor upstream, the absence of the

scattered electron is used to distinguish photoproduction events from neutral

current DIS using the techniques discussed in the following section.
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6.2 Background Rejection

6.2.1 Detector Operation

The components essen t i al to this analysis are the CTD, calorimeter, the magnet

and l he luminosity monitor. For each run the Status of these components was

rxamined. Thr followmg requiremenls were necessary:

• Ihr CTI) ühould be at füll high voltagr wilh no targe dead regions;

• ihr magwt ihould be iwitched on;

• the calorimeter ahould be operation&l without a signincant number of

adjacent dead channels (holea); and

• the luminosity monitor should be functioning.

Runs in which these conditions were not satisfied were removed from the event

sample in the preselection stage.

6.2.2 Calorimeter Timing

As discussed in chapter l, the use of plastic scintillator tiles in the calorimeter

results in a fast response-time to electromagnetic and hadronic showers. The

reaulting timing measurement from the calorimeter has a resolution better than

l ns, which, in conjunction with the hermeticity of the CAL, permits DIS

events to be distinguishable from coamic ray and beam-induced background. By

comparing the calorimeter timing with the HERA clock, random events which

do not correspond to a HERA e — p bunch-crossing can be rejected. The rate of

electron-gas, proton-gas and cosmica can be reduced thia way. The rate of cosmic

events can also be reduced by comparing separate time measurements from the

upper and lower halves of the BCAL in cosmic-rejection algorithms.
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The timing measurement for each of the calorimeter sections, FCAL, BOA L

and RCAL is evaluated by calculating the energy-weighted time averaged over

all the PMTa arsociated with a particular calorimeter section. The timing

meaaurement is calibrated with respect to the HERA clock such that collisions

which occur at the nominal Snteraction point, z = 0, such äs DIS eveitts ideally,

correspond tot=0 ns in FCAL and RCAL äs illustrated in figure6.1. In contrast,

proton beam-gas events which occur many metres upstream deposit energy in the

RCAL ~ 10 ns earlier than those events from the nominal interaction vertex. The

length of the proton bunch was retatively small, typically ~ 20 cm, in comparison

to the length of the detector during the 1993 running period. Genuine c - p

collisions therefore occurred within an interaction region rat her than at a well-

defined interaction point.

e-p collttK» protoD-gas background

PCAL RCAL FCAL RCAL

t, = t s - 1 0 n s

Figure 6.1: Illustration of how calorimeter timing can be vsed to distinguish

betraten e - p collisions at the nominal interaction region and upstream btam-

gas background.

The calorimeter timing requirements were chosen äs follows for the final event

selection sample:

|*R| < 3 ns, for ERCAL > 5 GeV or;

t ~tn < 5 ns

A looser timing cut for events with ERCAL < 5 GeV ensures that high Q1
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events, in which the acattered electron ia detected in BCAL or FCAL, are not

removed from the sample.

6.2.3 Moment um Conservation

Another technique employed to discriminate against backgrouncl events is the

quantity

6= E-p,

where the sum is over all calorimeter cells, t, and E^ is the energy measnred in

the photon calorimeter of the luminosity monitor. One of the advantages of such

a formula is the insensitivity of 6 to the proton remnant since it continues in the

forward direction.

For neutral current DIS events in which the scattered electron is measured in

the calorimeter, S sbould be nearly twice the electron beam energy. The E^ term

inequationö.l meansthat this technique is applicabletoeventsin which an initial

state photon is radiated. In contrast, the scattered electron in photoproduction

events remains undetected in the calorimeter due to the small momentum transfcr

involved, and so the value of 6 is significantly lower than for DIS events. The

final selection requires events to have

6 > 35 GeV.

6.2.4 Electron Identification

The signature of neutral current DIS events ia the presence of the scattered

electron in the final state. Correctly identifying the electron and measuring its

Position and energy are crucial elements of this analyais äs discussed in chapter 7.

Conservation of momentum results in event topologies where the transverse

momentum and azimutha] angle of the scattered electron balance the current

jet. Generally the electron is well-isolated from the hadronic final state over
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muchof the (x,Q*) plane (see figure 6.2) making electron Identification rrlalivcly

straightforward. At Iow x, however, the current jet is scatlercd ia tl if rear

5
0)
O

10'

10'

10'

to

mcToenl Enwgy Scole

E -̂26!?1 E,-x.820 [GeVl

10 10 10

Figure 6.2: Direction oj ihe scattcrtd electron (thin line) and strvck qvark (thick

line) acroas the (x, Q*) plane in Iowest order DIS events. The lenglh ofthe veclors

is proportional to the electron and quark energy,

direction and the electron has relative!? lower energy. The increased hadronic

activity in the vicinity of the scattered electron m&kea its Identification more

problematic.

Electron Identification in the Iow x, high y region suffers an addttional

complication due to the Iow energy of the scattered electron. Etectromagnetk

showera from ir° dec&ys in the calcrimeter may be mistaken for Iow energy

electrons by the electron-finding algorithms. NormaJly, at higher z and lower

y, the scattered electron deposits a greater amount of energy than the ir° shower,
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but in photoproduction events where there ia no detectablc scattered electron,

mistaking a JT° shower for a Iow energy DIS electron becomes more probable.

Several electron finding algorithms, the details of which are given else-

where [51], have been formulated entirely from calortmeter Information. The

Identification procedure ia based on the differences between the shower profiles

formed by electrons, hadroo« and muoos in the calorimeter. The quality of a

particular algorithm is measured using Monte Carlo techniques in terms of purity

and efficiency:

Number of electrons correctly identified
Efficiency =

Purity =

Number of generated electrons
Number of electrons correctly identified

(6.2)

(6.3)
Number of electrons identified

The ideal electron finding algorithm has both a high efficiency and purity

over the füll kinematic plane. Since the rate of photoproduction events is high

in compariBon to DIS, an algorithm which offers high purity (EEXOTIC) rather

than high efficiency has been chosen for this analysis.

It is clear from the above discussion that the efficiency and purity of the

electron-finder improves at increased electron energy. For the final event selection

the identified scattered electron was required to bave

tfe > 10 GeV.

At E't = 10 GeV the efficiency and purity of the electron finder are 67% and 97%

respectively [52]. For E'e > 20 GeV the efficiency and purity rise to > 98% and

>99%.

Photoproduction eventa tend to produce Iow energy fake electrons primarily

in the forward direction. Since the expected DIS rate for such eventa is Iow, thrse

events are removed by requiring

jMM < 0.95.

This cut has little or no effect for BCAL and RCAL electrons, since for E'„ >

10 GeV only electron candidates with 6 < 42.8" are removed.
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6.2.5 Event Vertex Position

The 2-position of the event vertex provided from the tracking system is used

to remove events which do not originale near the nominal interartion region.

Typically, the types of background removed using this cut are upstream b<*am-

gas events and cosmic rays.

In the final selection cuta all the kinematic variables and electron properties

are measured with respect to this vertex position. It is therefore vital that the

reconstnicted track vertex providea a reliable measurement. Figure 6.3 shows the

2Ttx distribution for the preselected DIS data sample and shows the contribution

at z = +60 cm from the proton satellite bunch, a «- 3% spill-over of protons from

the main bunch. The shaded area shows the zvtl distribution with which the

Monte Carlo events were generated to reproduce the data.

Figure 6.3: The zrt« distribution of the prtstltcted DIS data (points) and the

AR1ADNE Monte Carlo (histogram). The peak at +6Qcm u the contribution

from the proton satellite bunch and is included in the Monte Carlo Simulation.

A Gaussian fit to the main peak has an RMS of 10.4 cm [53]. For the

final selection, data were required to have a tracking vertex reconstructed by
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the VCTRAK package which satisfied

-50 < *vu < 40 cm and r»u = v1*»« + !*»t» < '0 cm-

The cut is asymmetric in z to account for the shift in vertex position from zero

and to reduce the contribution from the proton satellite peak. The loose r u t on

rvl> ensures that the primary vertex has been reconstructed within the beam-pipe

region.

6.2.6 QED Compton Rejection

Elastic QED Compton events, ep —• ep7, where the proton is elastically scattered,

are not simulated in the Monte Carlo. These events were removed from the data

sample using offline algorithms based on their event topology of two calorimeter

energy deposits balanced in pj, one of which typically has an associated track.

6.3 Improvement of Reconstruction Accuracy

The previously described cuts have selected a relatively clean sample of DIS

eventa. In this analysig the double-angle method is used to reconstruct x and Q1,

the formulae for which are given in chapter 3. Additional kinematic cuts, however,

are applied to ensure that these kinematics can be reconstructed reliably.

6.3.1 Box Cut

In events where the scattered electron impingea the RCAL near the beam-

pipe hole, partial losses of the electron shower can occur which degrade the

meaauremeDts of the electron energy and angle. To enaure that the electron

shower is wetl-contained within the calorimeter so that its position can be welt-

reconstructed, the impact point of the scattered electron on the face of the RC A L

was required to be outaide a square region of dimension 32 cm x 32 cm centred on
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the beam axis1. Events were required to satisfy the box cut:

|x| > 16 cm and |y| > 16 cm

otherwise they were rejected at the preselection level.

6.3.2 Hadronic Activity

The otber input to the double-angle forrnulae ia the hadronic angle, 7*. Sine?

this ia calculated from calorimeter cells except thoae auociated with the scattered

electron, a minimum hadronic activity in the calorimeter is required for it, to be

reconstructed reliably. A suitable quantity for this purpose is the measurement

of y from the hadronic energy, yjs-

Noise from the depleted uranium and the electronics, can be mitUkrn for

hadronic energy which in turn affecta the accuracy of the 7* meaiuremrnt. Below

yjs of 0.02 the measurement of ~fk is distorted by ur&nium noise. As discuued in

chapter 3, at increased valuea of yjg, the resolution of 7* and hence x improvn.

For improved kinematic reconstruction, events are required to satisfy

yjB > 0.04

6.4 Analysis Bins

The choice of bins in x and QJ in which the analysis is performed was based on

a subset of those used to measure the proton structure function, Fj, using 1992

data (41). At tow (i,Qä) the choice of Fj analysia bins was motivated by the

resolution on the DA-reconstructed 2 and QJ. However at high (x,Q*) the bins

were enlarged to increase the event stattstics in each bin.

A Monte Carlo study was performed at the generator level using ARI-

ADNE 4.03 to measure the acceptance due to:

thttl * hole 20 emx20 cm ia required to accommodate the beam-pipe.
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• the event selection cuts which expücitly exclude regions of the (x, Q1) plane,

namely: the scattered electron energy, E't > 10 GeV and 0.04 < y < 0.95

cuts; and

• the track cuts which must be applied to ensure that tracks are measured in a

region where the CTD acceptance is high. The CTD offers good acceptance

for tracks which satisfy pr > 200 MeV and |i;| = -ln(tan ') < 1.5 (54),

equivalent to the polar angular region of 25° < 6 < 155°.

The event acceptance was defined in each (z, <23} bin by

-., , No. of events which satisfy cuts
% Acceptance = (6.4)

No. of events generated

The track acceptance in the current and target regions of the Breit frame was

defined separately in a similar way to equation 6.4.

Since the data are corrected back to the füll phase space defined by the (x, Q?)

region using a correction factor technique äs discussed in chapter 8, Jt is important

that the acceptance is high to ensure the validity of the correction method. A

Iower Urnit of 75% due to the event and track acceptances was required for events

in a particular interval to be further analysed.

Figur« 6.4 shows the percentage event acceptance over the (x.C?1) plane. The

isolines of constant electron energy ££ = 10 GeV, y = 0.04 and y = 0.95 are

indicated on the plot. These Ulustrate how much of the (x,Q7) phase space

covered by each bin is removed. The x ränge covered by the high x bin was

modified compared to the ränge described by the Fj analysis: the upper Hm! t

was lowered from 1.0 x 10"1 to 5.0 x 10~3 to increase the track acceptance in the

current region. The figures in brackets refer to the original FI bin acceptances.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the percentage track acceptances in the current

and target regions respectively. The Monte Carlo events used to measure these

acceptances were generated within the scattered electron energy and y cuts. Also

shown are isolines of n(fk) = ±1.5, the pseudorapjdity of the struck quark
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direction in the QPM. Although no n{^k) cut is applied, these rontoiirs an*

included to illustrate the effect of the T) cut on tradcs emanating front Ihe strurk

quark. The acceptance of the current region ia high over much of the (x,Q*)

plane, although figure 6.5 shows that the tj = -1.5 cut, ie in the rear direction,

is more signific&nt than the i) = +1.5 cut due to the topology of events in the

kinematic region under study.

The acceptance of the target region ia clearly much poorer lhan the cnrrcnt

region. Many of the particles in the target region are produced at smatl anglcs

to the proton beam. A aignificant number, ~ 45% of particles produced in this

region are lost in the beam-pipe whilst a further ~ 30% are removed by the ij

requirement.

x ränge

6.0 - 12.0 x 10-4

1.2-2.4x10-'

2.4- 10.0 xlO-3

1.0-5.0x10''

Q* (GeV)

ränge

10-20

10-20

20-40

40-80

20-40

40-80

80-160

160-320

160-320

320-640

640-1280

No. of events

4990

4250

2420

1134

3113

2470

1174

294

546

216

73

Table 6.2: Number of sclccted events in the analysis ( x , Q J ) intervals.

The final choice of bins and the number of selected events in earh bin
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Figure 6.4: Perccntagt tvent acceptances due the scattend electron cncrgy, E't >

10 Ge V and 0.04 <y < 0.95 cuts measured over the (x, Q1) plane.

presented in table 6.2. In chapter 8 the corrections factors in the 1.0 x 10~3 <

i < 5.0 x 10-J,160 < Q* < 320 GeV bin transpire to be too large and this

region is tater excluded from the analysis.

6.5 Summary

A major challenge at HERA is to select tbe small number of DIS events which

can be reconstructed reliably from the large number of background events. The

selection cuts, the order in which they were applied and the number of evenls

each cut rejects are summarised in table 6.3. The number of events reniainiii^

after the selection cuts is 31.29 K, of which 20.70 K occupy the analysis bins
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Figure 6.5: Percentage track aeceptances in the current region of the Breit fi

dw to the pr > 200 MeV and |>;| < 1.5 (radt »ctection evts.

selected for their high accepUnce in the current region tisted in table 6.2. The

distribution of the selected events Ja the (x, (J1) plane is presented in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.6: Percentage track acceptanccs in the target region of the Breit frame

dve tothcpT>2QQ MeV and \t)\ 1.5 (radt selection cuts.
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Requireinent

e — p bunch crossing number

Electron found by EEXOTIC

Electron energy > 10 CeV

S > 35 GeV

Vd« < 0.95

VJB > 0.04

QIA > 10 GeV»

Tracking vertex with —50 < z < 40 cm

Calorimeter timing

Not a coaraic p

Not a QED Corapton

Number of events rrjcrI

439

22506

5588

583

19

17907

11460

l-l 09

6;(
7

77

Table 6.3: Event selection euts applied to the event sample and the number of

events rejected by eaeh cvi.
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Cv«nti on (h« «,0* ploite öfter Selection Cuts

Figure 6.7: The distribvtion of events on the (x.Q1) plane which satisfy thi

selection criteria and kave x > 3 x 10~V The analysts bins an also indicated.
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Chapter 7

Reconstruction of the Breit

Frame

In thia cbapter the traniformation from the HERA laboratory System to the Breit

frame and general properties of the boosted frame are described. Results from

an investigation to identify the factors which limit the ln(l/z,) measurement

are presented. The investigation was restricted to the selected (x,Q]) analysis

regions and used the event selection cuts described in cbapter 6 to optimise the

resolution of the x and Q1 measurements.

In principle, thereconatructionof chargedtracks withintheCTD äs well äs the

reconatruction of the boost impose limits on the In(l/ip) resolution. Thia study

shows that the resolution of the boost reconstruction dominates the resolution on

this measurement.

7.1 The Transformation to the Breit Frame

The transformation from the HERA laboratory frame to the Breit frame is

achieved by a Lorentz boost followed by rotations to align the virtual photon
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with the negative zn direction and the electron scattering plane in the z' - z'

plane äs shown in figure 7.1. The lepton plane is rotated such that the outgotng

electron has azimuthal angle, '̂ = » with respect to the Breit frame x'-axis.

Viewed from the laboratory frame, the Breit frame tr^vels with velocity ß. If a

The Breit Frame

X'

Figure 7.1: The QPM pictvre ofthe Breit frame.

particle with mass, Af, ia at rest in the Breit frame it has energy E and momentum

P viewed from the laboratory system. ß can then be expressed äs ß = P/E and

7 = l/l/l - Ifl1 = B/M.

Particles with energy E and three-momentum P* in the lab frame can be

boosted into the Breit frame and have resultant energy E' and momentum P'

given by

E' = 7(E-£P) and P~' = 7(P-0E) (7.1)

'Breit frame quantitie» »re indicated by th« prime (')•
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where ß is given by

ß= (7.2)

and q = (go>?) &nd p = (po,p) are the four-momenta of the virtual photon

and the incident proton beim (ignoring the mass of the proton) measured in the

laboratory.

The event ia tben rotated by the following angles:

1. 6' = JT — ff to align the virtual photon with the negative z' axis; and

2. *' = — $ to Orientale the electron plane in the ^' = 0 direction

where ff and '̂ are the usual sphericat polar coordinates of the virtual photon

meuured with reapect to the Breit frame «es. The rotation angles are defined

by the momentum components of the virtual photon in the Breit frame.

Once the boost vector ß has been eatablished for each event, the four-vectors of

reconstnicted CTD tracks, determined from the momentum, polar and azimuthai

angle measurements fitted at the primary vertex are boosted. As no particle

Identification was performed, tg using dE/dx information from the CTD, the

energy of the tracks was caJculated assuming the mass of the T*.

7.1.1 Virtual Photon Reconstruction

Both the boost and the rotation are derived from the four-momentum components

of the virtual photon. These are determined experimentally from the momentum

components of the scattered electron.

The scattered electron is identified using a cone-based algorithm which is

tuned to provide a sample of electrons with a high purity over a large ränge of

x and Q*. The polar and azimuthai angles are caJculated at the cenlrc of the

shower development within the calorimeter, with respect to the reeonstructed

event vertex.
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The optimum measurement of the scattered electron energy (in the lab frame)

E'e across the whole (x,QJ) plane is provided by equation 7.3 which uses Q2

measured by the double-angle formula discussed in chapter 3.

IDA (7.3)

where E, is the energy of the electron beam and &, is the angle of the scattfired

electron measured with respect to the proton direction. The use of the DA

variables results in reduced sensitivity to the absolute calorimeter energy scale.

7.2 Properties of the Boost

In figure 7.2 the magnitude and direction of the boost, applied to transform

particles from the laboratory to the Breit frame is plotted äs a function of x and

QJ [55] [56]. The magnitude of tbe vectors is proportional to log 7. The region of

tbe (x,Q7) plane over which the analysis is performed is also highlighted.

The figure shows that at high z, large negative longitudinal boosts are required

to overcome the momentum imbalance between the high momentum parton and

much Iower momentum electron. This is required to make the incoming and

outgoing partons colünear and the energy of the incident and scattered electrons

equal. Conversely at low z the momentum of the parton is small in comparison

to the incident electron and a substantial positive longitudinal boost is required.

However, in the analysis region, indicated by the boxed area on the graph, the

boost is relatively small and predominantly in the transverse direction.

In the quark parton model when x = Et/Ef the scattered electron has energy

equal to the electron beam and the current therefore has a zero energy component,

9o = 0. Since 0.q = 90 = 0 the boost vector is perpendicular to tbe virtual photon

direction. Furthermore, at y = l a unique point in phase space is defined when

the electron is back-scattered in the laboratory frame and the HERA and Breit

System coincide. Events at this point cannot be experimentally detected, however,
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Figure 7.2: A vector of magnitude log 7 in the direction of the boost from the

HERA laboratory frame to the Breit frame ig shown.

since the scattered electron and naive parton are contained within the beam-pipe

region.

Figure 7.3 shows an Isotropie emission of massless 10 GeV partictes with an

angular Separation of 6° in the laboratory frame. The shading diatinguishes par-

tictes which are emitted with polar angles corresponding to the three calorimeter

regions: FCAL (light grey), BCAL (black) and RCAL (dark grey). The angular

coverage of the BCAL corresponds to the region of the CTD which has goocl

acceptance for charged particle detection. The effect of boosting the particies

into the Breit frame using £ calculated at Q* = 143 GeV3 and z = 5.4 x IQ'3 is
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shown in the lower plot.

Figure 7.3: Isotropie emission of a 10 GeV massless particle and the resultant

tranaformation to the Breit frame.

In the Breit frame the topology of the boosted Isotropie emission varies for

different x and Q1 values from which the boost vector is calculated. However,

particies emitted along the positive z axis in tbe laboratory frame remain in this

direction in the Breit frame regardless of the magnitude and direction of the
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boost [55j.

A typical DIS event measured in the laboratory frame is shown in fignre 7.4,

A 15 GeV electron haa been identified in the RCAL and the track corresponding

to the electron has been reconstructed. Using the double-angle method thr

reconstructed x and Q1 are 9 x 10~4 and 36 GeV* respectively.

t* TM t» IM »H MM- lUI-M- Mt O» «MO- l« ft» H*

Figure 7.4: The ZEUS event display illuatrating a neutral cumnt DIS Monte

Carlo gtneraled event.

Selected track momentum vectors of the event are displayed again in figure 7.5.

The upper plot shows the laboratory frame with the scattered electron in

the negative 2 direction. The reconatructed incoming virtual photon is also

indicated. The magnitude and direction of the reconstructed track momenta

are displayed. Tracks with momentum cotnponents larger than the scale of the

axes are illustrated by thicker linea and do not have an arrow indicating t hei r

direction.

The lower plot shows the event in the Breit frame. The incoming vir tual
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photon is shown in the target region, aa are the incoming and outgoing electrons

recognisable by their very large p?x components. The majority of tracks have

positive p1. Je are in the target region, whilst a small number of tracks h.w* been

boosted into the current region. This is due to the increased phase space in the

target region in comparison to the current (see figure 4.6 on page 64).

LAB
Z-XPtam

RUN t 1
EVT: 945

Ouiootng Etelron
E- tB.inc*
* - 1SI.J4'

t - 27«.»'

02.3*431

«•.-K667
w. - ntn

CURRENT

Figure 7.5: The same event vitwed in the laboratory and Breit frames.
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7.3 Reconstruction of the Boost

As seen in equation 7.2, the boost to the Breit frame is dependent on the cornvl

reconstruction of q and z for each event. The distinction between the currcnl

and target regions necessarily relies on the Breit frame 2-axis defined by

where p{, is the energy of the incident proton in the boosted frame. Although the

Breit frame ia reconstructed such that equation 7.4 is satisfied, if the reconstructed

values of ipj, and \q\e significantly from their true values the reconstrurted

and true axes will not coincide. If the reconatructed axes are translaled and/or

rotated with respect to the true axes, particles which were generated with p', < 0

can have jft > 0 in the reconstructed frame. The particle has migrated from t he

current region of the Breit frame to the target region. In addition to migrations

between the current and target regions, miareconstruction of the axes leads to

finite reaolution of the momentum components in the boosted frame.

Figure 7.6 showa exaggerated examples of misreconstructing the axes in order

to illustrate these points. The true Breit frame is shown in the first figure with a

track vector measured in the current region. If the reconatructed axes are shifted

with respect to the true axes the track vector has positive longitudinal momenhini

with respect to the reconstructed axes. Not only has it been reconstructed in the

target region, but the magnitude of the momentum vector is smaller. Finally, if

the measured axes are rotated with respect to the true ones, tracks can migrate

from one region to another; bowever the magnitude of the track vector in the new

frame is unchanged.

The level of migrations between the two regions was evaluated using the

ARIADNE Monte Carlo events discussed in chapter 5 which have been passed

through the detector Simulation and aatisfied the event selection cuts Ihereby

ensuring the scattered electron had been reasonably well-reconstrucled and /?
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TRUEAXKS TRANSUTEDAXB ROTATBUXES

Xnc

Xite
'Ine

Figure 7.6: A track vector generated in the current region can miyrate to thr target

region by miareconstructing the axes such that they are translated or rotated with

respect to the true frame.

could be determined. The generated energy and momentum components of atable

charged particles were boosted into the Breit frame using

• the generated virtual photon; and

• the virtual photon reconstructed from the scattered electron quantities.

Particles were aasigned to the current or target region depending on the sigti

of their reconstructed longitudinal momentum component in the Breit frame.

Table 7.1 presents the number of particles generated in the current and target

regions and the number of particles which migrate from one region to the other

due to the boost reconstructioQ alone. The values are ahown for a small sample

of events and presented in each of the (z, Q2) analysis bins.

The results presented in table 7.1 ahow that

• migrationa from the current into the target region are more aignificant than

those from the target into the current;

• migrations from the target region remain at a constant level — 3% over the

x,Q* plane; and
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Table 7.1: Comparison of the nvmber particles generated in cumnt and targtl

region of the Breit frame and the nvmber of particles which migrate from onc

region to the other dve to the boost reconstruction.

• migrations from the curreot region are greatest in bin« at low y. In the three

Iow y bins migrationa from the current region can be äs large äs 2* 25%,

however over most of the (i,(?a) plane the migrations are much smaller,

typically Ä 8%.

These findings are in accordance with the observation that the reconslructed

value of z is typically greater than the generated value at low i.

To ascertain tf particles migrate from a specific part of the ln(l/xp) dis-

tribution, the generated ln(l/zp) distribution current and target regions are

plotted äs shown in the upper half of figure 7.7. The shaded area highlights

the particles which migrate out of the generated region after the track and boost

reconstruction. The generated particles which migrate from the current region to

the target region have a ln(l/zp) distribution similar to the generated form with

approximately the same mean. In the target region, however, particles tenrf to

migrate from the high ln(l/xp) end of the spectrum. For a fixed r and Q1 this

corresponds to the low momentum region.
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Similarly the lower half of figure 7.7 plots the ln(l/iF) distribution of recon-

structed tracks which satisfy the track cuts and are assigned to the current and

target regions. The shaded area corr «ponds to the contribution from tracks which

were generated in the other region and have migrated. The ln(l/x,) distribution

from the target contribution to the current does not have äs large a high ln(l/xp)

tail compared to the distribution of generated particles which migrate to the

target. The ln(l/ip) distribution of the contribution to the reconstructed target

region from the generated current tends to populate the high ln(l/xp) end of the

spectrum. The shaded distribution in tbis plot, however, is broader with a mean

Position at a lower value of ln(l/xp) compared to the generated region which

migrates to tbe current.

A second way to study the quality of tbe boost is to consider the pul) on

ln(l/z,) due solely to the boost reconstruction defined äs

(7.5)

where ln(l/xf)TRUE is measured uaing true particles transformed to the current

region of the Breit frame using the generated four-momentum components of the

virtual photon. Similarty ln(l/zF)REC is meaaured using true particles boosted

using the reconstructed <f for those particles which remain in the current region.

The profile of «TBOOST i« plotted äs a function of the reconstructed ln(l/zp) in

figure 7.8 in each of the analysis bins. Points are plotted at the statistical mean

of «TBOOST in each ln(l/xr) bin and the error bars represent the RMS spread on

(TBOOST-

Across the majority of the z, Q1 plane the pulls due to the boost are flat äs

a function of In(l/ip) äs shown in figure 7.8. In the bins at low y, however, low

momentum particles are pulled to higher values of ln(l/x,) in addition to the

migrations into the target region which occur in these bins.

The Q1 resolution shown in chapter 3 is suffkiently good, 10- 15%, to assume
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that QMBC/QTRUE ~ l » that equation 7.5 can be approximated lo

, /PTRUE\ 'n - -
\C /

107

.. r,(7-G)

Since the shape of the CTBOOST distributions indirale ihftt Iow momrntum

tracks are affected most by the reconstruction of the boost and & rolalion of

the reconstructed axes with respect to the true axes alone does not äfftet ihe

magnitude of the momentum vector», the reconstructed axes muat be ahifted by

an absolute amount PDIFF auch that

= PREC + PDIFF (7.7)

Clearly Iow momentum particlea with IPTRVJEJ — IpbtPrl will be aflVctrd morr by

the transtation of the axes than high momenlum particl«,

To investigate which particular aspect of the electron mrasurrmenl trw Brrit

fr&me transformation is most sensitive to, the Monte Carlo was used to sludy the

pulls on In(l/Xp) determined using electrons with the following properlies:

• reconstructed energy, true 9t and true &;

• true energy, reconstructed 6e and true 4>c\d

t true energy, true B, and reconstructed $e.

The pulls due to the individual reconatruction of the energy, 9 and <£ components

of the electron are shown in figure 7.9. The resolution of ln(l/xp) displays little

sensitivity to the polar and azimuthal resolution of the calorimeter. It is the

resolution with which the energy is measured that provides the most significanl

limiting factor.

The deterioration of the boost resolution at tow y can be attributed to the

problematic reconstruclion of x and Q1 at Iow y discussed in chapter 3. The

double-angle method adopted here and discussed in chapter 3 is recognised äs

the technique which, in comparison to the electron or Jacquet-Blondel melhod,
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provides the best x resolution over a large region of the (z,Q2) kinematic plane

and extends into the Iow y region. In the Iow y region, however, the it, angle given

in equation 3.13 is in the very forward direction and therefore the pr summed

over all hadrons is relatively smalt. Hence the determination of 7*, is subject

to a relatively large uncertainty. In addition, noise from the calorimeter affects

the determination of yjg at Iow y. These factors contribute to a less accurate

determinalion in TJ, which is < 'ed in the x resolution in particular.

7.4 Resolution of \n(\/xp)

The resolution due to the overall measurement of ln(l/zp) consists of a contri-

bution from track reconstruction äs well äs the boost reconstruction diacussed in

the previoua section. The pull on ln(l/xp) due to the reconstruction of charged

tracks is measured using the true boost throughout and calculating the difference

between theln(l/x?) valueof a measured track in the CTD and ln(l/xp) from the

corresponding generated particle. Figure 7.10 shows the profile plot of the pulls

äs a function of ln(l/xr) in the measured regions of x and Q1. The distributions

are flat and show that the pulls on ln(l/iF) due to the tracking measurement are

small, particul&rly in comparison to the pulls due the boost reconstruction.

The overall pulls on the distributions measured in tbe reconstructed x and QJ

bins are shown in figure 7.11.

A bin-by-bin correction technique isemployedtocorrect the measured ln(l/r,)

distributions and is discussed fully in chapter 8. One of the requiremfnt*

necessary to ensure that this technique is valid is to choose the width of the

ln(l/xp) bins commensurate with the resolution of ln(l/x,) in the current region.

A binwidth of 0.25 ln(l/3>) units was adopted and is shown on each of the

plots. This is a conservative choice of binwidth except at high values of ln(l/xp)

where migrations between the \ n ( l / x f ) bina are largeat. Since it ia the position

of the peak which of primary interest in this anftlysis the migrations in the tails
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of the distribution do not affect the final results.

7.5 Summary

The resolution of the ln(l/x,) meaaurement is dominated by the reconstruction

of the boost from the laboratory to the Breit frame rat her than the track

teconstruction. Furthecmore, it is the resolution with which the scattered electron

energy is determined within the double-angle formula which governs the quality of

the boost and not the angular resolution of the acattered electron. This is mosl

noticeable at low y where the z resotution deteriorates. The consequences of

mtsreconstructing the boost are migrations from the current to the target region.

The chosen width of tbe \u(l/xf) bins, 0.25 ln(l/x,) units, is commensurate with

the resolution around the peak position over a large area of the kinematic plane.
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MIclM MmM* In «HAnvM M0M

Kl/*}

Figure 7.7; Top:- JVue particle \n(l/xf) distributions in the curnnt (a) and target

(b) ngions. The shaded area indicates tht ln(l/zp) distribution of the particles

which migrate to the othcr region when the boost is reconstructed. Bottom:-

Reconstructed ln(l/ip) dütribütions in the current (c) and target (d) ngions.

The shaded area Highlights the contribvtion from particles gencrated in the other

ngion which have migrated in due to the boost reconstntction.
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Ouality of Boost
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Figure 7.8: Profile plot ofthe molution of\n(l/xr) o» afitnction o/ln(l/z,) due

to the boost reconstruction.
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Pulls on ln(1/x,) Integrated ovcr Analysis Region
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Figure 7.9: Pvlls on ln(l/x,) due to the reconstruction of individual electron

componentt. In (a) the electron energy is the only reconatmcted quantity; in (b)

it j« the polar angle 0; and in (c) it is the azimuthal angle, 4>. The plots arr

intcgmted over the analyais region.
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PullB on In(1/Xp) due to Trock Reconstruction
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Figure 7.10: Profile plot of the resolution of\u(l/xf) tu a function of\a(l/xw)

due to track resolution effectf.
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Putl» on ln(1/x,) vs Reconstructed

Current Region
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Figure 7.11: Profile plot of the reaolution of\n(\/xp) oa a function o/ln(l/rp)

due to the combined effects of the tranaformation and tracking. The dashed line

indicates the adopted\a(l/xf) binwidtk.



Chapter 8

Scaled Momentum Distributions

8.1 Uncorrected Data

The obscrved sc&led momentum distributions are shown in figure 8. l, uncorrected

for effect* due to detector acceptance and resolution. The measuremenls are

from tracks measured in the CTD which are associated to the primary vertrx

and satisfy pr > 200 MeV and |t}| < 1.5 where 17 = -ln(tan0/2) corresponding

to the polar region between 25* and 155*. The tracks have been boosled and

assigned to the current region of the Breit frame by virtue of their longiludimil

momentum component m the boosted frame, j/t < 0. The boost to the Breit

frame has been recoastructftd using the scattered electron energy and kinematic

quantities x and Qa derived from the double angle method.

In figure 8.1 the data are binned in H ränget of z and Q1 and shown with

statiatical errora only. The arithmetic me&n and integral under the curve, given

by ALLCHAN x BINWIDTH (= 0.25 units), which represents the mean charged

track multipHcity are also shown.

The uncorrected distributions are approximately Gaussi an in shape with a

broad maximum. In the z ranges considered an increase of the mean position

and multiplicity äs (J1 increases is observed. In the Q5 regions in which two
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measurements in different x bins are made, slight differences between the means

and multipliciües are observed. At 160 < Q1 < 320 GeVJ the distribution in

the highest z bin is substantially smaller than the corresponding spectrum at the

Iower value of z. This is later ahown to be an artifact of the detector acceptance

in this region.

8.2 Data Correction

The uncorrected distributions shown in figure 8.1 are a convolution of the

underlying physical distribution of charged hadrona convoluted with detector and

reconstruction effects. Event and track aelection criteria, in addition, will directly

modify the "trwe* diatribution. The Monte Carlo samples described in chapter 5

were used to correct the data and provide a quantitative determination of the

detector and reconstruction effects.

To determine how well the four Monte Carlos describe the data, a comparison

of the uncorrected ln(l/xp) distribution obtained from the selected data inte-

grated over the (x, Qa) ränge covered by this analysis and results from the four

reconstructed Monte Carlo samples are shown in figure 8.2. The Monte Carlo

data have been passed through the füll detector Simulation and reconstruction

programs and are plotted in the current region integrated over the same (z, QJ)

ränge.

All the Monte Carlo models provide a good description of the peak position

within the measured ln(l/x ,) resolution. Differences between the models and the

data are observed in termsof the average charged p&rticle multiplicity. ARIADNE

provides a good overall description of the data but underestimates the multiplicity

around the peak position. The inctusion of a 10% contribution of POMPYT

events to the ARIADNE sample better describes the data. The MEPS prediction

for the particle multiplicity exceeds the observed data distribution while the

HERWIG Monte Carlo underestimates the data.
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Normalised Uncorrected ln(1/xr) Data Distributions
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Data and Monte Carlo Comporlion in t h« Current Region

Kl A,)

Figure 8.2: Comparison of the uncorrected ln(l/xp) distribution from data and

four Monte Carlo samples at the dctector level.

The ARIADNE sample, which provides the best description of energy flow

measurements at ZEUS, was used in the central analysis to correct the data.

Correcting the data with the other Monte Carlo samples, however, was used to

lest the sensitivity of the results to the model used.

The data were corrected bin-by-bin by first calculating a correction factor

F(i) for each bin which is then applied to the uncorrected data. The bin-by-

bin correction factors were obtained from the Monte Carlo by comparing the

"true" generated distributions, n,„ = nstn(\a(l/xp)) = dn/d\n(\/xf), with the

"observed" distributions, n«*, = n^,(\n(l/xp)) = dn/d\n(l/xp).

The generated distributions were constructed from st&ble charged particles

in the final state. Charged particles produced in the decay of A'£ and A were

not included, irrespective of their distance from the interaction point. Neither
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were charged particlei produced from weakly decaying particles with a lifclimc

> 10~* s. These distributions, were generated in the true current region using

the true mass of the produced hadrons for the boost, and in the true z and Q*

bins selected for their high acceptance.

For every ln(l/z,) bin, i, the correction factors were calculated

ir («•»)

where N'tffl (N^t) are the number of generated (observed) Monte Carlo events in

the i'* bin.

The statistical errors were calculated assuming that the generated and recon-

structed events were independent.

•G (8.2)
,#,„(') AU.I

This is an upper estimate of the statistical error äs the two will exhibit a large

degree of correlation.

In order that the bin-by-bin correction technique is valid, the width of the

In(l/z,) bins has been chosen to be larger than the RMS resolution of ln(l/z,)

äs sbown in chapter 7 to ensure that migrations between the bins are small. The

correction factors, Ft, should be ~ l to ensure that the correction technique is

justified. Otherwise the corrected data would be unduly biased by the Monte

Carlo model which is being used to correct the data.

Using the defmition of Ft in equation 8.1, the correction factors account for

the fotlowing effects:

• Acceptance effects due to the geometry of the detector and its effidency;

• Event selection and reconjtruction;

• Track selection and reconstruction;

• QEü radiative effects;
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• Migration between x,Q? bins;

• Migration between the current and target region;

• Migration between bins in ln{l/z,); and

• Tracks from the decay products of K$ *nd A which are assigned to the

primary vertex.

Figure 8.3 shows the measured correction factors obtained with the defaul t

event and track selection used in the central analysis. The correction factors are

typically ~ 1.3 around the peak of the uncorrected ln(l/zf} distributions and are

Hat in this region. At high values of ln(l/if), ie low momentum, the correction

factors rise due to the pr > 200 MeV cut imposed on the reconstructed tracks.

This cut suppresses the low momentum tail present in the generated Monte Carlo

ln(l/zp) distributions.

Atl60<ÖS<320GeV aandl .Oxlf l -* <i < 5.0xlO~a the correction factors

are typically 1.8-2.0 which is unacceptably high. In this region the |i;| < 1.5 track

cut removes a substanti&l proportion of the tracks resulting in this low acceptance.

Events in this region were therefore removed from the analysis.

Corrected data distributions were then obtained by multiplying the observed

data distributions by theae correction factors. Figure 8.4 shows the corrected data

in the x, Q1 bins with statistical errors only. Since the data and correction factors

are measured independently the statistical errors were added in quadrature. The

corrected data have higher means and multiplicities than the uncorrected data

and the z dependence of the corrected meaaurements is less pronounced.

8.3 Mean Multiplicity

The mean charged particle multiplicity, <n<A>, was determined aa previously

described from the integral under the corrected scaled momentum distributions.
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Normalised Corrected In(1/Xp) Duto Distributions
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The results tabulated in tableS.l agree within l — 2<rof the statistical errors from

preliminary ZEUS multiplicity data [57] in which a matrix correction technique

is applied. A comparison of the results was made to mulLiplicity data from

e*t~ annihilatiop experiments at different ,/s. These experiments published

their inclusive charged particle multiplicity data excluding the contribution from

secondary Kl and A decays (58, 59, 60, 61].

z ränge

6.0 - 1.2 x 10-*

1.2-2.4x10-*

2.4 - 10.0 x 10-3

1.0- 5.0 x 10~J

Q2 (GeV2)

ränge

10-20

10-20

20-40

40-80

20-40

40-80

80-160

160-320

320-640

640-1280

«?>

(GeV)

3.75

3.78

5.28

7.28

5.31

7.37

10.45

14.46

20.44

29.19

<neA> ± stat

1.21 ±0.02

1.27 ±0.02

1.79 ±0.04

2.34 ± 0.07

1.78 ±0.03

2.36 ± 0.05

2.90 ± 0.08

3.60 ± 0.21

4.22 ±0.29

5.32 ± 0.62

Table 8.1: Averagt charyed-particle mvltiplicities evaluated from the In(l/jp)

distribvtiom. Statistical errors only are shown.

Followingequation 4.12, the inclusive multiplicittes from e+c~ were halved to

compare to the DIS results in the current region of the Breit frame. The evoliit ion

with <Q> is shown in figure 8.5 with statistical error bars only.
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Evolution of Meon Charged Multiplicity
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Figure 8.5: Evolution of the tvcragc charged particle multiplicity in the current

region of the Breit frame äs a function of <Q>. The data are compared to half

the inclusive multiplicity in e+e~ data.

8.3.1 Comparison of <neh> with e+e~ Data

In DIS the scattering is predominantly from light quarks. The contribution from

heavy quarks is suppressed in comparison to the e+e~ annihilation case. To

ascertaiD if the different flavour composition of the two physics processes could

affect the comparison of these measurementB a Monte Carlo study of heavy quark

production was made using JETSET. Events were generated at PETRA and LEP

energies for the processes:
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• e*e~ —> qij, where g = u.rfor a; and

• e*e~ —» ff, where f = v,d,a,c or b.

The comparison of the scaled momentum distributions of charged particles

produced in the 3 and 5-flavour procesaea is ahown in figure 8.6. The results

illustrate that th« peak position and muttiplidty are retatively insensitive to the

flavour of the primary quark at the centre-of-momentum energies considered.

Furthermore, results from OPAL on the <ncil > from a selected sample of b

quarks indicate that the difference between the multjplicity from 6 quarks and

u,d,s and c [62] ia within the quoted atatistical and systematic errors from the

preliminary ZEUS measurement in reference [57]. Heavy flavour production does

not therefore account for the observed differencea between the DIS and e+e~ data

at Iow valuea of <Q>.

In figure 8.5 the higheat valuea of < Q >, the DIS data are in reasonable

agreement with the e+e~ data only at high values of <Q>. At lower values of

<Q>, however, <«,*> from the DIS data asymptotically approaches zero. This is

a direct consequence of hard emisaions "pulüng" particles from the current region

into the target region aa discussed in chapter 4. These gluon emissions give rise

to the topologiea which can deplete the current region of particles and are more

prevalent at Iow (x,QJ) due to tbe increased target region phase apace and the

increaaed strong coupling.

8.4 Systematic Checks

A series of systematic checks was performed to investigate the sensitivity of the

results to featurea of the centr&l analyaia. Theae can be categoriaed under event

aelection, track and vertex reconstruction, track selection, and data correction

methods.

The aensitivity to these various syatematic effects is diacuased in the following
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Comporison of ln(1/x,) from «*«" ot vorious CM energies

5 . -Js - 44 GeV

- 22 G«V

Figure 8.6: Comparison oftHe scaled momenia spectrafrom generattd c+e~ —» qq

for 3 and 5 primary qvark flavours. The distributions an plotted at PETRA and

LEP -t/s energies.

subaectiona in terms of the position of the peak of the ln(l/xf) distributions. The

peak position is determined by fitting a Gaussian over a limited ränge around the

peak and is fully discussed in section 8.5. The peak determination ia itself aubject

to systematic uncertainty.

To quantitatively study the influence of the aforementioned sources, the

analysis was repeated under the following conditions.

I. The value of the cut on 6 = £-p, + 2£, waa raised from 35 GeV to 40 GeV.
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2. The value of the cut on yatc was Iowered from 0.95 to 0.8.

3. The value of the cut ÖD yjs waa increased from 0.04 to 0.05.

4. The track and vertex reconstruction were performed using a diflrreiil

tracking algorithm.

5. The pr cut applied to tracks was Iowered from 200 MeV to 100 MeV.

6. The r) cut applied to tracka waa removed.

Conditiona 1-6 above were applied to both the observed Monte Carlo and

data diatributions.

7. In the Monte Carlo the energies of the calorimeter cells associated with the

identified scattered electron were scaled by a factor of 0.96.

8. The Monte Carlo raode) used to correct the data was MEPS.

9. The Monte Carlo model used to correct the data was HERWIG.

10. A 10% sample of diffractive eventa wu added to the ARIADNE Monte

Carlo used to correct the data.

11. The peak poaition was determined by fitting over various rangen of data

pointa.

Photoproduction Background

As discuBsed in chaptet 6 photoproduction events provide a large source of

background to the DIS event«. In such events, the scattered electron is not

detected in the calorimeter «ine* the virtuality of the exchanged photon Q* -» 0.

However, the acattered electron Signal may be faked by electromagnetic shower

formation produced from T° -» 77 decays. The kinematic variables and Ihr

boost to the Breit frame will be completely wrong in these cases. To ascerUin
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the sensitivity to possible residual photoproduction contamination in the data

sample the selection cuts were tightened. Increasing 6 from 35 GeV to 40 OV

produced a maximumahift of 2%on \n(l/xr)m„ in any of the (x,Q}) intervals. A

3% change in Infl/Xp)»» was the most aignincant shift observed when decreastng

the jfefce cut from 0.95 to 0.8.

Calorimeter Noise

The yjB cut was raiaed from 0.04 to 0.05 to study the effect of increasing the res-

olution of the hadronic angle > which feeds into the double angle reconstruction

of i and QJ, The effect of this on the position of the l n ( l / x f ) peak was < 1%

Tracking System

Features of the tracking system auch äs its Operation and the track reconstruction

techniques employed are likely to be a source of syatentatic uncertainty in auch

a measurement. Phystcs runs in which the CTD suffered operational failures

have already been excluded from the analysis. The Hardware efficiency of the

CTD has been meaaured at > 93% throughout the running period äs discuased

in chapter 2, so uncertainties due to detector inefficiency will be small. Of

more aignificance to the measurement are uncertainties due to the tracking

algorithm. These were determined by using a different track reconstruction

package, TGTRAK, which employs pattern recognition, track fitting and vertex

finding algorithms which were devdoped separately from the default package. As

well äs providing independent momentum measurements the TGTRAK vertex

was used in the event selection. Fewer event vertices satisfied the event selection

cut -50 < z.u < 40 cm and fewer electrons were identified using this vertex.

The tracking algorithm waa found to be a significant source of systematic

uncertainty particularly in the x ränge between 2.4 x 10~3 and 1.0 x 10~3. The

systematic differences of the maxima in thia ränge were typically 3% but were
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äs large äs 9% in the highest Q* bin in ihia x region. These shifls wer*- gn-atrr

than one Standard deviation from the central values and just wilhin l wo Standard

deviations. In the lower and higher x regions, the systematic shifts wcro wi th in

statistical error limits.

Track Cuts

The efFect of the track cuta was studied by separately Iowering the pr cul lo

100 MeV and removing the ?j cut. The largest change on the position of the

maxima was < 1% in all bins rising to ~ 2% in the highest z bins. Removing t he

ij cut has little affect since the analysis bins wer« chosen such that \^(tn)\ 1-5.

Electron Energy Scale

The electron energy Ipectrum is expected to bave a kinematic peak at the electron

beam energy. The location of thispe&k provides a good lest for the understanding

of the electromagnetic calorimeter energy scale. As documented in [63] there is a

disagreement between the electron energy spectrum obtatned from Monte Carlo

and data. The kinematic peak found in Monte Carlo is shifted to a value ^ 4%

higher with respect to data. Although the electron energy used to calculale

the boost is determined by the double angle raethod which does not depend

directly on the electron energy scale, the seiection cuts do use the electron energy

äs measured in the calorimeter. Thia may introduce some sensitivity of Ihe

measurement to the electron energy scale. In the Monte Carlo the energy of

the calorimeter cells aasociated with the electron were scaled by a factor of 0.96

of their measured values. The seiection cuts described in chapter 6 were applied

and the scaled electron was used to determine the four-momentum of the virtual

photon for the boost. The scaled Monte Carlo waa then used to corrert the

data. The largest change to the maximumof the ln{l/zp) distribution is 0.2%, a

negligible efFect.
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Different Monte Carlos to Correct the Data

Different Monte Carlo modela were used to determine the systematic tinrcrtainty

which arises due to unfolding the data using ARIADNE. Using several models

which simulate the hadronic final state in different ways also impücitly tests the

boost reconstruction äs it depends on the kinematic quantities derived from the

hadronk activity within the detector.

The data were corrected with

• 200 K MEPS events with electroweak radiative corrections.

• 100 K HERWIG events with no radiative corrections.

Both the MEPS and HERWIG reasonably reproduce the main characteristics

of the observed hadronic final state but do not describe the data äs well äs

ARIADNE. Indeed, figure 8.2 shows that MEPS tenda to overestimatethe particle

multiplicity whilst HERWIG undereatimates the data.

The changes to the ln(l/rF)„„ values are generalty less than 2% and within

la of the quoted statistica] error rising to 7% for MEPS in the high T, high

Q* bin where atatistics from the Monte Carlo are low. The differences arising

from HERWIG are generally higher, ~ 5 - 6% but are typically conststent with

atatistical fluctuations due to the lack of Monte Carlo statistics.

Rapidity Gap Events

As discusaed in chapter 5 diffractjve events which have a Large Rapidity Gap

(LRG), defined äs those events with a maximum pseudorapidity ijmM < 1.5, are

not included in the ARIADNE Monte Carlo sample used to correct the data. The

LRG events populate the low x, low Qa part of the kinematic plane forming a

non-negligible contribution in this region. To determine the effect of omitting the

LRG eventa from the Monte Carlo on the corrected distributions, the data were
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also unfolded with a mixtureof 90% AR1ADNE and 10% POMPYT. The change

to the Infl/XpJnu, valuea was < 1%.

Figurea 8.7(a), (b) and (c) illustrate the uncorrected ln(l/ip) data distribu-

tiona for events without a large rapidity gap i)m„ > 1.5; with a LRG rjmtl < 1.5;

and all events respectively. The distributiona are normalised to the number

of eventa belonging to each claaa and ptotted in the Iowest x,Q* bin where

the contribution of diffractive events to the inclusive distribution ia greatest.

The differences between the two classes of events are greatest in this bin. For

Qa>,100 GeV* the number of LRG eventa is negligible.

The large rapidity gap events in figurc 8.7{b) have a mean value of ln(l/7,)

ahifted to a lower value of ln(l/x,) and a higher particle multiplirity in the

current region in comparison to the non-LRG events. Whilst the inclusiveparticie

multiplicity from LRG eventa ia amaller than the non-LRG events due to the lack

of QCD radiation between the atruck quark and proton remnant, it is the lack of

QCD radiation which stops particles betng pulled from the current region into the

target region. The LRG events therefore have a higher particle multiplicity and

a harder momentum spectrum in the current region than the non-LRG events.

Figure 8.7(e) is the ratio of the non-LRG distribution over the total distri-

bution. This ratio is flat at approximately 0.95 indicating that whilst there is a

significant difference between the LRG and non-LRG events, the contribution of

the LRG eventa to the inclusive DIS sample is small.

8.4.1 Combined Systematic Uncertainty

The overall effect of the systematic errors on the individual data points is shown

in figure 8.8. The inner error bars represent the atatiatical errors. The outer bara

show the statistical errors added in quadrature with the overall systematic errors

which were determined by combining in quadrature each of the aforementioned

systematic uncertainties. These represent therefore a conservative estimate of
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Uncorrected Rapidity ft Non-Rapidity Gap Events in Lowest (x.Q1) Bin
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the systematic uncertainty on the measurements. Tables of corrected

data with statistical and systematic errors are given in appendix B. The largest

contribution to the combined systematic uncertainty is the error associated with

the different Monte Carlo models and the alternative tracking algorithm.

8.5 Fitting the Distribution

In order to measure the peak positkmof theln(l/ip) distributions, the OPAL col-

taboration fitted a distorted Gaussian distribution (see equation 8.5) to OPAL (26]

and TASSO [25] data over a limited ränge around the peak (64]. The form of

the distorted Gaussian was suggested by Webber and Fong [65] and its five free

Parameters can be calculated in the MLLA. Por consistency, it is desirable to

perform an equivalent fit to the DIS data in order to compare to the published

OPAL and TASSO restdts. However the majority of data measured at ZEUS is

at low Q values where the width of the scaled momentum distributions is smaller

than the distributions raeasured at the e+e~ experiments. Combined with the

relatively poorer resolution on the ln(l/zp) measurement which is limited by the

boost to the Breit frame, there are very few degrees of freedom left after restricting

the fit to a limited ränge around the peak.

Two solutions bave been studied:

• fit a Standard three parameter Gaussian across a limited ränge around the

peak to ZEUS, TASSO and OPAL data; and

• fit the distorted Gaussian across an increased ränge of points.

8.5.1 Fitting a Gaussian

Inspired by tbe MLLA, the distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian

distribution close to the peak:
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Corrected ln(1/x,) Data Distributions with Systemotic Errors
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ff dln(l/iF)

where K = ln(<3/2AEFF), ̂  * = y^« ~ fty '• a constanl which deprnd« on

the nurnber of cotours, Nc, and flavours N/. N(Y) is the average charged particle

multiplicity which is predicted by the theory.

The peak position of the diatributions, lo(l/zp)ntui **• evalualed by fitting

a Gausaian acros) a ränge

ln(l/x,)-l <ln( l /*F )<ln( l /*F )+I (8.4)

where ln(l/z,) is the arithmetic mean of the distribution. The fit waa restricted

to a limited ränge since a Gauasian fit acrosa the füll l a ( l / x f ) ränge does not

provide a good description of the data u Q increaaet.

A variety of fit ranges around the mean waa considered. The region ±1 unit

was finally chosen for the oentral analyais äs it provides a substantiat number of

points on either side of the peak position for botb e+e~ and ZEUS data to which

the functional form can be fitted.

The syatematic uncertaioty on the position of ln(l/i,),„„ was evaluated by

fitting «ach distributioo over v&rioua regions around the peak. For the ZEUS

data the fit ränge was extended/reduced by l bin on either/both sides of the

fit ränge. The largest deviation from the central value which still provided a

reasonable deacription of the peak was taken äs the systematic deviation. For

ZEUS data the systematic uQcert&inty due to the ränge considered was typically

0.035-0.090 in each bin. Despite the higher ln(l/zp) resolution offered by the

e+e~ experiments the systematic uncertainty on the ln(l/i,)„„ positiona due to

the fit was also estimated at 0.030-0.060 by altering the fit ränge in the aame way.

Figures 8.9(a)-(c) show tbree example corrected ln(l/zp) distributions in bins

of increasing QJ, the Gaussian fit and the resulting fit parameters. Figure 8.9{a)
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is a typical example of the distribution at Iow z and Q1. The fit provides a

good description of the data and the \*/do( is amall. In (c), at high Q2, the

Iow statislics results in the fits having increasing larger errors. Here the a of the

distribution is smaller lhan the ränge over which the Gauasian is fitted. In this

region the distribution is pulled by the statistical fluctuations of the data in the

region around the prak. Figure 8.10 shows the same fit to the TASSO and OPAL

d*U Ttw d«U «TounH (hf p*-al( «rr wrll rfrtcrihrd by the fit and the measured

pmilions »grrr tn wi th in st»tmlifa! errors wilh those given in reference [64].

x ränge

6.0- 1.2 x }Q~4

1.2- 2.4 x IQ-3

2.4 - 10.0 x lO"3

1.0-5.0x10-'

Q1 (GeV1)

ränge

10-20

10-20

20-40

40-80

20-40

40-80

80-160

160-320

320-640

640-1280

Q (GeV)

3.75

3.78

5.28

7.28

5.31

7.37

10.45

14.46

20.44

29.19

ln(l/z,) ± stal ±sys

1.485 ±0.024 ±0.062

1.499 ±0.028 ±0.058

1.699 ±0.029 ±0.060

1.941 ±0.055±O.H1

1.699 ±0.027 ±0.09)

1.923 ±0.034 ±0.069

2.180 ±0.057 ±0.096

2.254 ±0.100 ±0.233

2.776 ±0.224 ±0.258

2.850 ±0.210 ±0.237

Xa/dof

8.19/6

4.71/6

8.93/6

4.40/6

12.50/6

5.81/6

3.22/6

3.97/6

3.82/6

5.62/8

Table 8.2: Fitt&l valves o/ln(l/xF)„u from a Gaussianßt over ±1 ln(l/zp) vnit

of the atatistical mean. The systematic errors are determined by combining all

the systematic effects in quadratvre.

Results of the fits are shown in tables 8.2 and 8.3. The ZEUS systematic

error includes the contribution from refitting the data from the systematic check«

Hsted in section 8.4 and are combined in quadrature with the uncertainty from
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Fitting a Gaussian to ZEUS Data in Selected Bins
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Figure 8.9: Corncted ZEUS \tt(l(xr) distributiont meaawed in a)\.1 x 10'3 <

i < 2.4 x I0~3 and 10 < Q* < 20 GtV b)l.Q x 10'3 < x < 1.0 x 10~J and

160 < Q1 < 320 GeV9 cjl.0 x 10'* < x < 5.0 x 10'1 «nrf 640 < QJ < 1280

CeV8. IV Gauasian ßt over the ränge ±1 ln(l/i,) unit of the statistical mean

is shown togethcr with the paramtters of the fit.
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Gaussion Fit to TASSO and OPAL Data

• OPAL 91 GeV
O TASSO 44 GeV

TASSO 35 GeV
o TASSO 22 GeV
* TASSO 14 GeV

— Gaussian Fit

2 h

1 h

Figure 8.10: ln(l/tp) distributions measvred by OPAL and TASSO at difftnnt

CM energies. A Gaussian fit over ±1 ln(l/xf) unit arovnd the atatistical mean

is shown.
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Experiment

TASSO

OPAL

ECM (GeV)

14

22

35

44

91

ln(l/x,) ± stat ± sys

2.356 ±0.022 ±0.045

2.667 ± 0.024 ± 0.030

3.020 ±0.018 ±0.030

3. 104 ±0.021 ±0.033

3.594 ±0.013 ±0.050

xV«i«f
3-87/7

4.11/7

15-28/7

4.56/7

19-14/17

Table 8.3: Maxima obtained by ßtting a Gaussian distribution to TASSO and

OPAL dato. The systematic errors quotett here arisc only from the fit rangt

considertd.

varying the fit ränge. The relative cootribution to the Overall systematic error

from the fit Variation is m 40%. The systematic errors associated to the OPAL

and TASSO data given in table 8.3 are from the fit Variation only.

In general, the Gaussian fit provides a good description of both the ZEUS and

e+e~ data.

8.5.2 Fitting a Distorted Gaussian

As a check on the resulta from fitting the Gauuian distribution to the data, a

second function, also motivated by the MLLA, was fitted. The second exprcssion

for the ln(l/iF) spectrum results in a distorted Gaussian

[j* - 5- - j + " + <"'

where* = |ln(l/iF) - m(l/z,)]/ff and ln(l/i,J = m is the mean of the tn(l/rp)

distribution which in the MLLA i» shifted with respect to the peak position. Thr

coefficients N, a, a and k are the normalisation, width, skewness and kurtosis of

tbe Gaussian distribution and are predicted in the MLLA.
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Equation 8.5 was fitted to both the ZEUS and the c+e~ data distributions

over the ränge 0 < ln(l/x,) < \n(Q/"2\EFr) in which equation 8.5 is valid. N, a.

s, k and m were taken äs free parameters in the fit. The starting values of N, m

and o were chosen by fitting a Gaussian over the füll ränge of data.

The peak position was evaluated by substituting y = $k - %s6 — |(2 + Jt)£a +

Is63 + jzkS* and differentiating equation 8.5. The maximum is then given by

dg dg dy t
= 0 (8.6)

Since dg/dy = Ne* and d&/dln(l/xp) = I/o cannot be equated to zero, the only

maxima of the distribution are Solutions of the following cubic equation

* - 3(2 + k)S - 3a = 0 (8.7)

from which Infl/x,)»« can be evaluated.

Attempts were made to solve equation 8.7 algebraically using the REDUCE [66]

package, however, no sensible Solutions were found which could be substituted

back into the equation, due to known limitations of this package in solving

cubic equations [67]. Instead the coefficients k and 3 obtained from the fit were

substituted into equation 8.7 which was then solved numerically. A rigorous

determination of the statistical error oo \n(l/xf)au, from this method is difficult.

As m and ]n(l/zf)wt are highly correlated the statistical error on m was used

äs an estimate of the atatistical error on \a(l/xp)m^.

Figure8.Il shows the same selected bins in z and QJ äs illustrated in figure8.9

with the distorted Gaussian fit. In general the fitted function is simultaneously

able to well describe the leading edge of the distribution and the peak position.

The fit parameters P1-P5 indicated on the plots correspond to N, m, 0, 3

and k respectively. Fitting the distorted Gaussian produces significantly larger

statistical errors on the Infl/x,)™« measurement than the Standard Gaussian fit

due to the increased number of parameters in the fit.
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Even when exlending the fit over the maximum valid ränge, the difficulty wi i l i

the fit to the DIS data is that the number of degrees of freedom in the fit is small

at low values of Q, However, in some bins the distorted Gaussian appears to

provide a better fit of the peak position. The fitted parameters and the xVdof

indicating the quality of the fit are shown in table 8.4 together with the derived

value of \u(l/if)mfM.
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Table 8.4: Fitted Valuta ofln(l/xr}n„ from a distorted Gavssian fit over 0 <

ln(l/Ip)<MC/2AEFF).

Figure 8.12 shows the distorted Gaussian fits to the TASSO and OPAL data

fitted over the ränge 0 < ln(l/z/>) < ln(Q/2AEpp)- The distorted Gaussian

describes well tbe leading rise of the distributions. At TASSO energies the peak

Position is better described by the distorted Gaussian. The Standard Gaussian

distributioo, bowever, provides a better represeotation of the OPAL peak. The

fit parameten and the x*/dof are sbown in table 8.5.

8.6 Energy Evolution of the Maximum

As discussed in chapter 4 coherence reducea the amount of QCD radialion

produced in the p&rton cascade. The evolution of the ln(l/x,) peak will therefore

be reduced with reapect to the incoherent Situation. Hadronisation effects may
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Fitting a Distorted Gaussian to ZEUS Data in Selected Bins
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Figure 8.11: Comcttd ZEUS ln(I/xp) distribvtions meiuured in a)\3 x 10"3 <

K 2.4 x lO'3 and 10 < Q1 < 220 GeV2 b)1.0 x lO'3 < * < 1.0 x 10~a and

160 < Q2 < 320 GcV2 c)1.0 x 10'' < K 5.0 x 10~J anrf640 < Q2 < 1280 GeV1,

Tht distorted Gaussian was fitted over the ränge 0 < \n(\/xf) < ln(Q/2AEir)

and is shovm together with tht parametera of the fit.
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Distorted Goussian Fit to TASSO and OPAL Dato

b
•D
b

* OPAL 91 CeV
D TASSO 44 GeV
* TASSO 35 GeV
o TASSO 22 GeV
* TASSO 14 GeV

*>**,

Figure 8.12: ln(l/xF) distributiona mtaa*rtd by OPAL and TASSO ot different

CM eneryiet. The fiis snown an to a dütorted Gaussian distribution over the

ränge 0 < ln(l/*,) <
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Table 8.5: Results from ßtting a distorted Gautsian to TASSO and OPAL data.

influence the shape ot the apectrum witb rcgard to the MLLA predictions. If

such a distortion is the same at all energies the MLLA predictions for the energy

evolution of the ln( l/!,)„„ can be teated.

8.6.1 Comparison with Monte Carlo Models

To determine whether ZEUS data are best described by coherent or incoherent

QCD parton evolutiona, the data were compared to the results from hadron

distributions produced from standalone Monte Carlo programs in which the QCD

cucade is modelled in different ways, namely:

• ARIADNE 4.03 with Lund string fragmentaüon;

• MEPS with coherent parton showers and Lund string fr&gmentation;

• HERWIG which adopts a coherent parton showering process for the QCD

cascade and uses a cluater fragment&tion scheme;

• MEPS with incoherent parton ahowers and Lund string fragmentation; and

• MEPS with incoherent parton showers and independent fragmentation

The default Monte Carlo parameten were used throughout with two excep-

tions. Although the Monte Carlos have not yet been tuned to HERA data, there

exists an Option in ARIADNE to use parameters whose values have been tuned

by the DELPHI collaboration [68} (MSTA(3)-l). This flag is not set by default in
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ARIADNE 4.03, but was used for the sample of ARIADNE events used to rorn-ct

the data and for this study. The peak position of the ln(l/x,) distributions and

the multiplicities were sensitive to this flag. Using the tuned parameters, the

mean of the ln(l/zp) distribution was observed to ahift to a higher value in the

lowest (x,Q*) bin, taken aa an example. The size of this shift was a 3 — 4<r

efFect and indicates that the tuned spectrum is »öfter than the untuned one. The

effect on the mean multiplicity was more dramatic, decreasing by 40% relative to

the untuned value in this bin and providing a much better agreement with the

measured value in section 8.3.

Secondly, in the case of the independent fragmentation scheine, gluons were

split into uö, (Wand sä according to the Altarelli-P&risi Splitting functions, and

energy, momentum and flavour were chosen to be conserved in the fragmenlalion

process (HSTJ(3)»3). In the default case, no explicit conaervation of any kind is

applied.

In figures 8.13(a) and (b) the ln(l/zp),„„ valuea from ZEUS data are plotted

against the mean value of Q, <Q>. Thia evolution is compared to the evolution of

the In(l/x,) peak positiona obtained from each of the Monte Carlos listed above.

For the DIS data the corrected <Q>, given by equation 8.8, was determined for

each analysis bin by applying a correction factor calculated from the ARIADNE

Monte Carlo.
.e-O^MC

(8.8)
MC
troc

These correction factors for <Q> were found to be less than 1% in the analysis

bins used.

For the Monte Carlo samples, the value« of \n(l/Xp)mut were obtained by

fitting a Gaussian over the ränge ±1 around the statistical mean of the charged

hadron distributions in the current region. No pr or TJ cuts were applied to the

charged particles and 5 K events were generated in each of the analysis bins used

in the centraJ analysis. The discontinuities present at Iower v&lues of <Q> show
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the difference between the two x ränge« generated at the same value of <Q>.

The three Monte Carlos which simulate coherence in the QCD cascade provide

a good description of the ZEUS data äs shown in figure 8.13(a). In contrast, i r.

figure 8.13(b), the model which uses incoherent parton showeringand independent

fragmentation overestimates the position of the peak in every bin and predicts

a steeper evolution with < Q > than observed in the data. However, using

Lund fragmentation in conjunction with the incoherent MEPS only slightly

overestimates the peak position suggesting that the Lund string model mimics

the efTects of coherence [69), an efFect which has also been reported by OPAL [26],

8.6.2 Comparison with e+e~ data

The maxima obtained by fitting the e+e~ data, st&ted in table 8.3 were plotted äs

a function of v/3. Data from ZEUS are shown together with reaults from TASSO

and OPAL in figures 8.14 and 8.15 for the Standard and distorted Gaussian fits

to the data respectivety.

The figures illustrate the large kinematic ränge over which this measurement

can be made in a single HERA experiment. At high <Q> the ZEUS points are

consistent with the Iower energy TASSO points. A clear agreement in the rate of

growth of the ZEUS points witb the e+e~ points at higher <Q> is observed. This

implies that, although DIS and e+e~ Annihilation are very different processes, the

underlying features of the QCD Boft parton cascading process in the current region

are similar.

At Iow <Q>, there are two ZEUS data points covering the same ränge in Q1

but two different x ranges. As seen from figure 8.14, the peak positions of the

two distributions at the same value of <Q> agree within statistical errors. This

indicates, that within the limited x ränge coosidered, the peak of the ln(l/i,)

distributions appears to be relatively insenaitive to hard gluon emissiona which

can pull particles from the current region into tbe target region äs discuased in
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chapter 4.

8.6.3 Straight Line Approximation

Empiricatly, the evolution of the ln(l/xr)aux with <Q> can be fitted by a straight

line of the form

U, = olnQ + c (8.9)

Figure 8.16 shows the results from fitting equation 8.9 to the measured ZEUS

data. The fit yielda a value of 4 = 0.650 ± 0.035 ± 0.069 for the gradient and

c = 0.626±0.59±0.129 for the intercept. As the data points are highly correlated

to one another, the syitematic errors on b and c were determined by fitting the

straight Une to each set of In(l/Tr)-.T data points from the twelve §ystematic

checks. This produces a relattvely amaller systematic error than one obtained

from separately fitting the combined upper and lower systematic deviations on

the individual points. The ayatematic variations on b and c from the central

analysis were combined in quadrature to provide an estimate of the overall

systematic uncertainty. The largest individual contribution to the systematic

error on b comes from using tbe HERWIG Monte Carlo and the alternative

track reconstruction package. For the intercept, c, the determination of the peak

Position substantially contributes to the combined systematic error.

Also shown in figure 8.16 is the reault of the fit when 6=1, wbich would be

the case if the soft gluons radiated in the parton shower could radiate anywhere

in cylindrical (limited pr) phase space until hadronisation takes over at a fixed

momentum scale. The xVdof=11.45 emphasises that the fit to ZEUS data is not

a good one and auch a model does not deacribe tbe data.

Summarised in table 8.6 are the results from the straight line fits to the data

from the five Monte Carlo models. The gradients from ARIADNE, HERWIG and

MEPS with the coherent caacade and Lund string fragmentation are in statistica!

agreement with the v&lue obtained from the data.
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Model

ZEUS data

ARIADNE

HERWIG

MEPS coherent caacade

and string frag

MEPS incoherent caacade

and string frag

MEPS incoherent caicade

and independent frag

6 ± stat ± sy«

0.65C ± 0.035 ± 0.069

0.666 ±0.006

0.679 ± 0.029

0.682 ± 0.005

0.707 ±0.005

0.864 ± 0.004

c ± stat ± tys

0.626 ±0.059 ±0.129

0.579 ±0.014

0.508 ± 0.052

0.590 ±0.012

0.638±0.01I

0.583 ±0.011

x'/dof

0.34

2.27

1.07

3.07

12.90

8.80

Table 8.6: Gradients from the straight line ßt applied to data and Monte Carlo

models.

For MEPS with incoherent branchinga the gradient from the independent

fragmentation, fr = 0.864 ± 0.004 is in diaagreement with the ZEUS data and

is approaching the phase space value of b = l. The gradient obtained when

Lund string fragmentation was used in conjunction with the incoherent parton

showering is b = 0.707 ± 0.005. Although it approaches the ZEUS data result, it

does not agree within Itr of the ZEUS result.

In coüclusion, models which incorporate QCD coherence within the parton

cascade provide a better description of tbe data.
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8.7 Determination of AEFF

The MLLA predicts that the evolution of the m&xima can bc approximaled by

ln(l/i,)ra„ = 0.5V 1*10)

= 0-29(0.35) for N, = 3(5) and O(V"1) rontain«where c = JJ

higher -order correclions. Equation 8.10 contains two free parameters. \fn »nj

O(K *): thew were found to be highty correlated. The terin rontnining llir

higher-order corrections was therefore equated to zero.

AEFF was determined by fitting equation 8.10, with AEFF äs the only free pa-

rarneterand the active mimber of flavours to be three, to valuesof Infl/Tp),,,., ob-

tained from the Gaussian and distorted Gaussian fits. The vatue of AEFF obtained

from the Gauasian fit to the ZEUS data was:

AEFF = 251 ± 4 (stat) ± 13 (sys) MeV.

Using the values of ln( l/Xp),nu determined from the distorted Gaussian fit yields

a value of AEFF = 243 ± 12 (stat) MeV, consistent wilh the abovc value.

The systematic error was determioed by fitting equation 8.10 to dataobtained

from each of the systematic checks including the uncertainty due to fit t ing ihe

peak position. Again, the systematic error quoted is the quadratic sum of the

systematic deviations from the central analysis value. The largest contribution

to the aystematic error is from the position of the In (l /!,},„„ obtained from

the fit. This error is purely an experimental determination of the systematic

uncertainties associated with the measurement within the theoretical arguments

presented. Another technique applied to the data, fitting the limiting spertrum

to the ln(l/xF) distributions in order to extract AEFF [57] suggests that the

theoretical uncertainty associated with the measurement is ~ 50 MeV.

Figure 8.17 sbows the MLLA prediction for the evolution of ln(l/rp)m„ with

c = 0.35 (three Öavours) and several valuesof AEFF ranging from 100 to 1000 MeV
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in 100 MeV inlervals. This shows that the value of AEFF wi th in ihr MLLA

affacts Ihe overall height of the curves rather than the gradient and indicates why

ihr unrrrlainty on the measu.-ement of the peak position is the most sigmficant

ronlribution lo ihr rrror on AEFF-

WhiUt an ind^pen«trnt fit to thr r*r" data favours Ihe Iower value of AEFF =

211 ± 3 ± 1% M*-V, AF.FF=250 MrV indicalrd on fignre by the solid black line

the data well over a large ränge in Q from 4-91 (IeV.

Experiment

ZEUS

TASSO and OPAL

InO/ipU« Fit

Gaussian

Gaussian

AEFF±(stat)±(sys)

251±4±13

231±3±15

X J/dof

0.36

3.08

Table 8.7: Stimmury of the AEFF resulta obtained keeping c Ried to the theoretical

value for S flavours.
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Comparison of ln(1/v)iwi Evolution with Monte Carlo Models

J 4

- 3

1

J 4

AR1ADNE
LEPTO UEPS (Coh«r«nt)
HERWIG

• ZEUS

LEPTO MEPS (Incoherent) t Indep Frag
LEPTO MEPS (Incofwrent) fc Lund Frag

• ZEUS

10 10*
<Q> IGeVl

Figure 8.13: Comparison of the ln(l/x,) evolution ofla(l/x,)mut with <Q> and

Monte Carlo models. Thert are two dato points at each of the three Iowest values

of <Q> comsponding to two x ränget covcrcd at the same <Q> value. The

discontinuities in the Monte Carlo lines show Ute differences between Ute generated

Infl/x,),«, values measvred in the two different x ranges. The inner error bars

represent the statistical error whilst the outer error bars show the qvadratic 5um

of the statistical and the eystematic error» added in qvadratvre.
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Evolution with <Q>

3 4

• ZEUS

O TASSO

D OPAL

<*

O l

10 10*
<Q> (GeVJ

Figure 8.14: Evolution o/ln(l/x,)„uj, with <Q> determined by fitting a Gaussian

to ZEUS, TASSO and OPAL data. Statistical and systematic errors are shown.
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J

i«

Evolution from Oiftorted Goutsion Fit

j 3 '"(«J»

• ZEUS
O TASSO
O CPU.

11

—v
<Q> ICcVl

Figureg.15: Evolution o/to(l/J,}»„ with <Q> determincd by filting a distorted

Gavsnon to ZEUS, TASSO and OPAL dato, The crror bars indicate tht

»tatistical trnrt only.
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c 4

ln(l/xr)twx Evolution with <Q>

2 3 4 ln«Q»

• ZEUS

O TASSO

D OPAL
phase space a-

Fit toln(1/x)«blnQ + c
b- 0.650 ± 0.035 ± 0,069
c= 0.626 ± 0.058 ± 0.129
xVdof-0.35

10 «r
<Q> IGeVJ

Figur« 8.16: Straight line Fit of bloQ + c to the ln(l/zF)„«» values measured

using ZEUS dato.
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• ZEUS

O TASSO

D OPAL
A», In 100 UeV steps

A» * 250 MeV

•/;. )V-1000MeV

10 10*
<Q> IGeVl

Figure 8.17: MLLA cttrwa äs a function of AEFF "> interval» of 100 MeV.

\BFF~fSO MeV deicribes the evofation ofthe dato over a large ränge in Q.



Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis has presented a first measurement of scaled momentum distributions in

the current region of the Breit frame at HERA and a comparison of the evolution

with Q of the peak poaition to data from e+e~ annihilation experiments. The

large kinematic ränge accessible to HERA has allowed the measurement to be

made in ten regions of phase space in the ränge 6.0 x 10~* < x < 5.0 x 10~2 and

10 < Q3 < 1280 GeV2 commensurate with the z and Q* resoluüon offered by the

ZEUS detector.

Charged tracks in the hadronic final state of DIS events were measured using

the ZEUS CTD, the efficiency of which was measured to be - 95% during

the 1993 running period in which the data were collected. The tracks were

subsequently boosted to the Breit frtune of reference in which a comparison

between the fragmentation properties of the struck quark in DIS events and thost*

from c+e~ —t qq can be made.

The reconstruction of the required Lorentz boost from the HERA laboratory

frame to the Breit frarne timits the resolution with which the inclusive scaled

momentum distributions can be measured, nevertheless the ln(l/zp) distributions

can be measured with a sufficiently high resolution to provide an accurate

determination of the peak posltion.
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Data were corrected using bin-by-bin correction factors determined from

Monte Carlo and the main systematic errors were atudied. The dominant sources

of systematic uncertainty were found to emanate from the choice of tracking

algorithm used and Monte Carlo model used to correct the data.

The average charged particle multiplicity per event, <n^>, was determined

from the integral of the ln(l/xr) distributions and its evolution with Q was

compared to data from PLUTO, TASSO, HRS and ZEUS. Within statistical

errors, the data are consistent with those from the e+e~ experiments at high

values of Q. At low Q higher order effects result in an event topology wliirh

depopulates the current region. The scaled momentum diatributions were found

to be insensitive to the flavour composition of the primary-produced quark.

A common method was presented to evaluate the peak positions of the

ln(l/zp) distributions in ZEUS, TASSO and OPAL data. Such measurements

by these e+e~ experiments have provided evidence of the coherence phenomenon

which reduces the phase space available for soft particle emissions. Evidence for

coherence in DIS has also been presented by studying the evolution with Q of tho

peak Position. The slope of this evolution is reduced compared to the value which

would be obtained if the gluon emissions were not restricted by coherence. The

evolution of the peak position was compared to Monte Carlo models in which

coherence effects can be optionally removed. The ZEUS data were shown to

favour models in which coherence is mcluded, and definitely rule out a model in

which incoherent parton branchings are used in conjunction with an independent

fragmentation scheme. However, tbe Lund string model of fragmentation was

shown to reproduce the effects of coherence to a substantial extent. This

suggests that whilst the data appear to favour a model in which coherence is

applied, the interplay between coherence and hadronisation is important in such

measurements.

The evolution was compared to the TASSO and OPAL points. The ZEUS
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data complement the t*e~ results, extending the ränge in Q to Iower valuea. At

high Q the ZEUS data points agree with the Iower energy TASSO data. A clear

agreement in the rate of growth of the ZEUS data points with the e+e~ points

at higher Q ia observed.

Predictions of the MLLA were fitted to the evolution of the ZEUS data in order

toextract AgpF, a free parameter !n thistheory. The fit provides a valueof AEFF =

251 ± 4 (stat) ± 13 (sya) MeV which describea the evolution from *<,Q*,W GeV.

The data are consistent with the predictions of the MLLA and the assumplions

of LPHD.

The clear Agreement in the rate of growth of the ZEUS and t*f dsta poinls

at higher Q indicates (hat the fragmentation propertiea of the itruck quark from

the proton in DIS are very eimilar to thoee from the quarks created in c+c~~

annihilation. The results tberefore provide evidence for the universality of quark

fragmentation.
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Appendix A

Preselection of Data

A.l Selection Procedure

The Third Level Trigger (TLT) haa a loose aelection procedure used by all

tbe pbyaica groups to reject beam-gas events, cosmic rays and fake Signals in

the calorimeter due to sparka, fotlowed by filten designed apecifically by each

phyaica group. Approximately 1.1 million events are selected for the DIS group

at the TLT and are written to a Data Summary Tape (DST) much of which

still contains background coatamination. Eventa from the DST are pasaed to

the offline reconstruction which includes a filter where stricter cuts are applied

usiog correct calibration constanta. During tbe reconstruction, filter bits are sei

according to Information from the reconstnicted vertex and electron finder.

A. 1.1 Bit Selection

Por the anatyaia deacribed in this thesis, eventa were required to have a apecific

filter bit which corresponds to the following requirements:

• Calorimeter timing: |ta| < 6ns; and |(f-(n| < 8 ns and a global calorimter

timing cut of |*G| < 8 ns!
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• Remove cosmic and halo muon events;

• Remove calorimeter sparks;

• S = E - P, + 2ß, < 35 GeV if an event vertex has been found, otherwise

* > 25 GeV;

• For a logical OR of two high-efficiency electron finding algorithms, the

electron energy has to be greater than 5 GeV;

• yJB > 0.02;

• the electron must have an Jmpact poiut on the face of the RCAL which

satisfies \x\ 16 cm and \y\ 16 cm.

Events which satisfied tbese cuts form a mini-DST; however, additional

applied at the next »tage, known aa preselection.

cuts are

A. 1.2 Preselection

Tighter cuta were applied at the preselection level. Events were required to satisfy

the following cuta:

• Filter bit set;

• Remove events in which the detector did not operate efficiently;

• A logical OR of two vertex findiftg algorithma, VCTRAK .OR. TGTRAK,

providea a |ZT(,| < 75 cm;

• A tighter RCAL timing cut of tu < 3 ns for ERCAL > 5 GeV.
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Appendix B

Tables of Data

InO/-,)

•O.SS-
-OJO.

•0.05

0.30.

0.45-

O.TO-

0.«-

1.30-

1.45-

1.70.

1.0S-

3.30-

3.45.

2.70-

3.0S-

3.30-

3.45-

-0.30

4.05

0.20

0.45

0.70

0.05

1.20

I.4S

l.TO

1.95

1.JO

2.45

2.TO

3.95

3.20

3.4S

3.70

l/*4./4.(l/'») ± d(*UI) ± A(.y.)

6.0 x 10-* < T < 1,2 x 10~'
10 < 9* <MO«V*

0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.001

0.014 t O.OOS ± 0.009

0.061 ± 0.017 ± 0.015

0.201 i 0.036 ± 0.090

0.383 ± 0.02T t O.OM

0.419 ± O.O3S i O.OT3

0.613 * 0.0*4 ± 0.070

0.661 ± 0.046 3t 0.09«

0.6TS ± 0.046 ± O.OT3

O.S80± 0.043 ±0.113

0.420 ± 0.038 ± 0.036

0.306 t 0.031 ± 0.058

0.35» ± 0.032 i O.OM

0.133 ± 0.033 ± 0.010

0.104 ± 0.034 ± 0.018

0.019 ± 0.00» t 0.033

0.101 ± 0.11810.11»

Table B.l: Normalised ln(l/x,) dw/niaiionj, (l/N)dn/d\a(l/x,)t in the kine-

matic ränge 6.0 x 10~* < x < 1.2 x 10~3 and 10 < Q1 < 20 GeV2.
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ln(l/r f)

-0 55 - -0.30

•0.30 - -0.05

-0.05 - 0.20

0.20 - 0.45

0.45 • 0.70

0.70 • 0.95

0.95 • 1.20

120-1.45

1.45- 1.70

1.70- 1.95

1.95-2.20

2.20 - 2.45

2.45 - 2.70

2.70 - 2.95

2.95 - 3.20

3.20 • 3.45

3.45 - 3.70

3.70 - 3.95

]/tf*i/dln(l/rF) ± A(slat) ± A(sys)

1.2 x 10-3 <« <2.4 x lfl-s

10 < Q7 < 20

0.003 ± 0.002 ± 0.003

0.008 ± 0.003 ± 0.007

0.059 ± 0.012 ± 0.008

0.145 ± 0.020 ± 0.027

0.289 ± 0.030 ± 0.034

0.485 ± 0.040 ± 0.088

0.660 ±0.048 ±0.140

0.999 ± 0.049 ± 0.094

0.694 ± 0.049 ± 0.039

0.010 ± 0.040 ± 0.050

0.500 ±0.044 ±0.1 17

0.360 ± 0.038 ± 0.043

0.383 ± 0.030 ±0.128

0.138 ±0.027 ±0.053

0.009 ±0.018 ±0.010

0.048 ± 0.017 ± 0.029

0.020 ± 0.013 ± 0.025

-

20 «31 < 40

-

0.007 ± 0.005 ± 0.005

0.035 ± 0.012 ± 0.010

0.123 ± 0.023 ± 0.043

0.294 ± 0.044 ± 0.074

0.394 ± 0.045 ± 0.023

0.723 ± 0.067 ± 0.099

0.971 ± 0.083 ± 0.130

1.002 ±0.083 ±0.215

0.945 ± 0.078 ± 0.198

0.741 ± 0.005 ± 0.058

0.675 ± 0.008 ± 0.097

0.520 ± 0.064 ± 0.138

0.277 ± 0.042 ± 0.082

0.271 ± 0.047 ± 0.059

0.132 ±0.037 ±0.033

0.040 ± 0.021 ± 0.034

0.022 ± 0.017 ± 0.015

40 < Q1 < 80

0.002 ± 0.003 ± 0.032

0 022 ± 0.012 ± 0.038

0.129 ±0.040 ±0.026

0.336 ±0.070 ±0.070

0.549 ± 0.094 ± 0.181

0.029 ± 0.094 ±0.104

0.778 ± 0.097 ± 0.086

1 176 ±0.138 ±0.372

1.209 ±0 141 ±0.285

1.013 ±0.118 ±0.166

0.906 ±0.111 ±0.156

0.828 ±0.113 ±0.285

0.723 ±0.110 ±0.121

0.431 ± 0.082 ± 0.114

0.294 ±0.077 ±0.104

0.245 ±0.087 ±0.125

0.093 ± 0 054 ± 0 060

TablcB.2: /Vormalüedln(l/xp) (/«(nikiiona in the kinematic ränge 1.2 x 10~3 <

K 2.4 x 10-3 and thret ngions ofQ*: 10 < Q* < 20 GeV; 20 < Q1 < 40 GeV1,
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b(1/*p}

•0.0» • 0.»

I.M . * 1t

0.10 - O.M

in- I.M

t.M • 1.0»

) M • I.H

I.t* . I.N

l.M . I.H

1 t) . t.»

4 TO - 4.M

M < Q' « M

.00« ± i.o«4 t a.wr

.MI t «010 ± ».n»

MM ± O.OM t «0*»

IM) * «.»M ± «.IM

«.m ± o OM * o.i»r

OJI» ± «.(U * t.MO

I.M4 * «.MO * •.•**

0.00* ± O.IM * O.MO

0-MI 1 0.0» t «-M1

l/W *•/«•([/.,> i

1.4 K 10'' < J

4« < Q' < M

o.oeo 1 «oo« ± o.oor

0.0» ± 0 010 ± 0 IM

0.1H t I.OtO * 0.100

i.wi 1*001 ^0.101

1.110 ± O.OM * «IM

«.T4* t «.M* «0. IM

O.M« * «.«Tl A «.Ml

O.lM t 0.«» * I.OU

«.«ri i O.OH ± o OM

Afil«) ± A(MI)

<1* H !•"'

M < «' < IM

«.«40 t o.oto t o o»r

0.111 t • «M 1 « «<>

1.000 « 0. M t 0.001

I.M4 ft«. 1 * t 1»!

1.11) * 0 t £04ir

1.011* t 1*0141

O.MO A O.OTO * « 000

«.111 10.100 t 0144

IM < fl" < IM

OOMiOOM ± O M 4

0.101 ±0000 * 0 I7J

t IM ± 0 »0 t 0 M*

I.MO J «.131 ± «UM

i in i • in * 140
1 Ml * O.MO i II»

«.MT «O.IM A m

OfH t 0»' ±03*0

• 001 t 0 0*1 t 0 OTO

Table B.3: Normalüed\a(l/xr) distributiona in (Ae Jh'ncmad'c ränge 2A x 10 3 <

K 1.0 x 10~3 and/our regions ofQ*: 20 «3* < 40 GeV1,- 40 < Q3 < 80 GeV1,-

80 < Q1 < 160 GeVs; and m<Q* < 320 GeV1.
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Kl/«,)

0.20 - 0.45

0.45 - 0.70

0.70 - 0.95

0.95-1.20

1.20- 1.45

1.45 - 1.70

1.70- 1.95

1.95-2.20

2.20 - 2.45

2.45 - 2.70

2.70 - 2.95

2.95 - 3.20

3.20 - 3.45

3.45 - 3.70

3.70 - 3.95

3.95 • 4.20

4.20 - 4.45

4.45 - 4.70

4.70 • 4.95

l/N dn/d\n(l/xf) ± A(stat) ± A(sys)

1.0 x IQ"1 < K5.0X IQ'2

320 < Q' < 640

0.117 ±0.156 ±0.074

0.131 ±0.083 ±0.442

0.456 ± 0.199 ± 0.265

0.382 ± 0.132 ± 0.202

0.745 ± 0.240 ± 0.224

1.525 ± 0.427 ± 0.891

1.141 ± 0.268 ± 0.181

1.140 ± 0.247 ± 1.308

1.707 ± 0.353 ± 0.318

1.662 ± 0.308 ± 0.712

1.538 ± 0.335 ± 0.451

1.964 ± 0.431 ± 0.526

1.478 ± 0.347 ± 0.343

1.191 ±0.317 ±0.143

0.799 ± 0.236 ± 0.267

0.552 ± 0.229 ± 0.294

0.310 ±0.190 ±0.187

0.019 ± 0.022 ± 0.097

0.029 ± 0.035 ± 0.033

640 < g1 < 1280

0.168 ± 0.194 ± 0-135

0.144 ± 0.125± 0.148

0.449 ± 0.270 ± 0.296

0.701 ± 0.323 ± 0.689

0.772 ± 0.348 ± 1.869

1.418 ± 0.539 ± 1.024

2.151 ± 0.744 ± 1.183

1.818 ± 0.523 ±0,576

2.394 ± 0.647 ± 0.877

1.616 ±0.496 ±0.457

1.843 ± 0.541 ±0.943

1.307 ± 0.436 ± 0.205

1.723 ± 0.538 ± 1.047

2.593 ± 0.883 ± 1.744

0.993 ± 0.466 ± 0.633

0.884 ± 0.490 ± 0.436

0.210 ± 0.175 ±0.229

0.075 ±0.094 ±0.150

Table B.4: /Vorma/werflnfl/x,) distributions in the kinematic ränge 1.0 x ]0~3 <

K 5.0 x 10'1 and two rtgions ofQ*: 320 < <?* < 640 GeV1; aW 640 < (?2 <

1280 GeV'.
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